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ABSTRACT Due to an increasing of demands of electricity in a world on regular basis, different continents
will initiate a step towards transforming their smart grids infrastructure into super smart grids (SSGs),
in which various countries in a continent will take a step towards an interconnection of their power system
networks with one another to manage their futuristic demands conditions. The concept of SSGs system
is predicated due to extensive use of modern technology, digital communication, machine learning and
modern information techniques for the present power generating system to be more accurate and feature
on balancing demand and supply. The SSGs uses renewable energy resources to support power system of
multiple countries by reducing the greenhouse gases emissions. The main purpose of transforming smart
grids into SSGs is to balance the demands and supply between multiple countries, if each country is not
able to manage their own demands profiles. The environmental conditions, lack of energy management,
intermittent nature of renewable energy resources and line losses are the major hurdles to provide regular
supply. This research work focused about the hurdles in the form of technical challenges that will be arises
in case of developing a futuristic SSGs for European and SAARC continents, and thus provide a valuable
solution for it alongwith discussion about the future research directions.Moreover, although SSGs ideas have
received positive reviews from many technical experts, but there development in future is still a challenging
research issue due to lack of simulation basedmodels of SSGs in the current literature. To deal with this issue,
finally a fuzzy logic using hybrid cluster model of SSGs consisting of two clusters and a renewable wind
energy system is successfully presented in this research paper. This model can be utilized in prospective for
transforming any smart grids power infrastructure based on one country power network to futuristic SSGs
power infrastructure based on multiple countries power networks for SAARC and European continents.
The simulations of clusters and wind system are performed by the MATLAB. The suggested model of SSGs
consisting of eighteen bus networks provides regular supply of energy between two countries interconnecting
in the form of two clusters, whenever one or both countries lies in the region of SAARC and European
continents faced some kind of fault.

INDEX TERMS Super smart grid, power system, renewable energy resources, greenhouse gases, fuzzy
logic, hybrid system, MATLAB.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays the developed and developing countries are facing
several problems present by energy sources. The problems
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such as absence of adequate and secure energy sources,
environmental losses by oil and coal based energy sources,
location of energy sources far from the consumption centers,
intermittency, energy losses, load shedding, lack of modern
sensors, two way communications, less reliability and energy
efficiency. So, there is a deep need of energetic development
in energy sectors to improve the load shedding and energy
losses. The new smart grid technology can be used to avoid
all the problems in energy sectors. Smart grid ensures the
stability regardless of the working conditions and it can
integrate more energy sources to the grid and can solve
the problems of intermittency [1]. Today, the power grid
has become the smart grid or bright electrical network to
produce the sustainable, more stable, more accurate and
low economy electrical power. The smart grid had attracted
the attention of researcher and engineers from the last few
years. The fact is that the smart grid is based on data
and Communication techniques to ensure the permanent
availability of electric supply and balance. Smart grid is the
mixture of control methods, modern sensors, communication
devices and advanced technologies [2]. On the other hand,
the super smart grids (SSGs) is a self-sufficient system that
guarantees the balancing condition between the demand and
supply, if a demand cannot be fulfilled through smart grids
environment. In other words, brings down the work force and
targets the safe, reliable and sustainable electric supply [3].

SSGs are a hybrid system that is the combination of two
or more supply of energy [4]. This system may combined
electrical source of power with renewable power sources,
either independently or in conjunction with the grid’s existing
supply system [5]. In a hybrid system, the storage battery can
indeed serve as a power origin [6]. In case of excess of power,
batteries can store energy and distribute energy in the event of
an oversupply of energy demand. The battery or wind driven
system can be integrated with the hybrid system [7], [8]. The
hybrid system removes the fluctuation in supply, deficient in
production by primary sources. Further it makes it smooth by
taking energy from auxiliary source [9].

To design such a hybrid grids for a transformation of
smart grids to SSGs, the concepts of such futuristic grid
can be tested by simulation before its actual implementation
in future, which needs the integration of communication
simulator and electrical simulator. So, co-simulations have
been developed by the researcher to satisfy the expected
demands. In co-simulation, the connection is used to couple
themore than two simulators. The futuristic SSG simulation’s
primary goal is to increase the robustness, flexibility and
to combine the energy sources by planning, designing
and validating the capabilities of the grid system. For the
designing and communication networks of SSGs or power
grid, the simulation is better software [10], [11]. Simulation
is very crucial to analyze system effectiveness and reducing
the expense of upgrading the infrastructure of communication
network and power system. Simulators can improve the
accuracy of analysis of energy flow, short circuits, harmonics
and over-voltages in energy sources. MATLAB/Simulink,

Power World, PSS/E, Open DSS, Modelica and Positive
Sequence Load Flow are the electrical network simulators
that will be used in SSGs co-simulation and electrical
simulation in order to network planning, price forecasting and
operations [12].

For optimal energy management, the computational abili-
ties must be integrated in SSGs power infrastructure, where
an operator of grid monitor, control and optimize the
efficiency of the electric utility system [13], [14]. There is
a deep need to improve the energy management in terms of
distribution and loss in transmission by the electric companies
to reduce the operational cost [15]. This helps to reduce
the burden of heavy electric bills of consumers and to
monitor and control the energy resources [16], [17]. The
communication architectures and protocols are evaluated
and developed by the simulators for the simulation of
communication network. The successfully widely used
simulators in smart grid are OMNeT++, OPNET Modeler,
Network simulator 2/3 and NeSSi [18]. Reference [16]
proposed the MATLAB/NS-3 co-simulation for the frame-
work of smart grid. To put the suggested co-simulation
into practise they integrated two simulators. MATLAB and
NS-3 simulators for electric grid and network connectivity
were used for the simulation, respectively. Each of the
following simulation platformswill also be utilized to provide
an optimal energy management in futuristic SSGs power
infrastructure.

Moreover, for strategic demand management in futuristic
SSGs, fuzzy logic based controller will be a more suitable
option, as compared to other control topologies [19]. The
human operator’s knowledge and experience are utilized
by the fuzzy logic controller to develop a control system
that will regulate the application process. The fuzzy rule
base system is crucial example of fuzzy logic or fuzzy set
application. The fuzzy sets and fuzzy numbers that may be
specified in linguistic parameters were defined using fuzzy
logic approaches. Fuzzy logic techniques can be used to
deal with input and output variable inaccuracy. The rules-
bases fuzzy technique is verbally constructed and covers the
whole parameter space. Numerical interpolation is used to
regulate the challenging non-linear relationship. Fuzzy rules
often have the form ‘‘IF A Then B’’ where A and B are
linguistic variables that include propositions. In [19], the
authors used fuzzy logic based hybrid system, which can
be utilized for an efficient transformation of smart grids
environment into futuristic SSGs. The suggested method
provided a linear energy flow, maximum energy management
and lower requirement of battery storage. As long as the
sufficient charge is hold by the battery, the proposed system
remains self-sufficient. During the irregularities, for instance,
when batteries are not charged, then grid provides the power.
The outcomes of the simulation showed that the steady
state and transient efficiency of the system remained within
the limits. Load current’s harmonic distortions were also in
accepted range. The fluctuation and variations of current at
load end were also in acceptable bounds.
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TABLE 1. Advantages and drawbacks of power flow control methods for stability enhancement in smart grids and SSGs.

Based on the above explanations, in this research work,
the authors first discussed various methodologies exist in
literature for optimal power flow control demand manage-
ment in smart grids, and how these topologies can be further
upgraded into futuristic SSSs power infrastructure. Then
after this, a comprehensive overview of futuristic SSGs
for SAARC and European continents will be explained
in detail along with the technical challenges and future
research directions. Finally, a simulation based model of
two clusters, which represents an interconnection topology
between two countries based on SSGs power infrastructure
will be designed in simulation section to provide an optimal
demand management between any two countries of SAARC
or European regions. The need of simulation model is
due to the fact that although SSGs power infrastructure
received a positive response frommany scientific researchers,
however, there development is still a very challenging issue
due to the lack of availability of simulation models in
the current literature. Thus there is a need to address this
challenge, which is the primary focus of this suggested study.
For simulation model, a fuzzy logic based hybrid system
consisting of two clusters and wind power has been suggested
for SSGs power infrastructure. As, the variations in weather
conditions and the discontinuity of power generation from
energy sources offer unbalanced power for consumers in
SSGs power infrastructure. Therefore, the primary goal of the
research is to manage the energy flow and ensure that smooth
flow for the consumers. The final proposed system keeps the
stability among the power use and supply.MATLAB software
has been used for the analysis and simulation of the clusters
and wind power station in SSGs power infrastructure.

II. METHODS FOR POWER FLOW CONTROL STABILITY
ENHANCEMENT
A stable and modern smart grid or SSGs system can be
evaluated by the power flow control stability enhancement.

Three categories are used to understand the techniques
of power flow control stability enhancement for demand
management in smart grids or SSGs power infrastructures.
These include data-driven systems base artificial intelligence,
direct procedures, and time-domain simulation techniques.
The advantages and drawbacks along with functions of these
mentionedmethods are described in table 1. To implement the
numerical algorithm in data driven method is the main focus
in order to solve the algebraic differential equations. It has
also been noted that the power sector firms primarily use this
technique.

Additionally, the multifunctional methods for solving the
differential algebraic equations are observed in simulations
models for power flow control management in power system
networks [20]. The power flow control stability is assessed
by Lyapunov theory based energy functions. Also, the direct
methods use Koopman model to investigate the power flow
control management for stability enhancement was proposed
in [21]. The algorithm’s strength is that it doesn’t need
any challenging time-domain model following a failure.
In [22], [23], and [24], the authors proposed simulation
model to assess the power flow control stability by phasor
measurement units (PMUs) and dynamic state estimators
(DSE) in order to collect the data. All of these techniques,
which were already successfully utilized in smart grid
environment, will be implemented in futuristic SSGs power
infrastructure for optimal demandmanagement requirements.

III. ADVANCE POWER STABILITY ENHANCING
TECHNIQUES
The literature [25], [26], [27], [28], [29], [30], [31], [32]
explores much technique to improve the energy flow
control balance in power networks. The instability stability
complexities cause disruptions in power quality, which leads
to variability’s in demand profiles, which can be enhanced
by two strategies. The first way uses FACTS devices, for
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example UPFCs, to make a power angle network stable and
synchronized in the wind turbines at the production sides.
This can restricts the changes in position and speed of rotor
caused by any type of fault or overloading conditions in power
system networks, so reduces the difficulties of instability
conditions at power grids. The second way to regulate the
energy flow in a network for stability enhancement is to
reduce disruptions of power quality; i.e., to install the FACTs
UPFC device closes to faulty area or over the receiving
unit of smart grids [33]. The main issue in power system is
balancing in the transient oscillations brought on by various
defects, which leads a variation in demand profiles of whole
power system networks. The power system of renewable
wind turbines is affected by the fault conditions [34]. In case
less severe fault, there occur small changes in position and
speed at the receiving side of smart grid which cause fewer
problems in quality of power supply. But in case of severe
fault, fluctuations in rotor speed cause severe problems in
power quality, and that will ultimately leads to instability
conditions in demand profiles. The schematic of strategic
demand response for smart grids infrastructure is described
by [30]. The power stability is increased by a closed loop
control system based on probabilistic model. UPFC and smart
node shaped closed loop is used for continuous monitoring of
power system. In result of which appropriate right action is
executed to balances the stability and mitigate the instability
conditions. In case of less sever fault, power grid is improved
by smart node to make balance in load flow. In more
sever fault case scenario, the power system is improved by
injecting a UPFC device into the transmission network to
bring balance in order to reduce the energy supply instability
conditions [31].The proposed work in [30] and [31] will
be easily transformed to provide stability enhancement in
futuristic SSGs power infrastructure.

A. MULTI-AGENT-BASED TECHNIQUE
By continuously assessing a system’s critical clearance time
(CCT) for generation load fluctuations and varying levels
of wind energy penetration at different defective areas,
a smart multi-agent-based method for enhancing power
reliability is presented in [29]. One of the major hazards
contemporary Power systems is power instability, which may
be prevented by appropriately coordinating the protective
relays of the network with the associated CCTs. These are
significant power stability indicators because they examine
whether the system can keep running smoothly and in
balance following a different fault conditions [30]. Numerous
more strategies are employed, such as the agent-based
ones described in [31], [32], [33], [34], [35], [36], [37].
In order to increase system reliability, new strategy points
are used to control the turbine valve [31]. The method for
controlling the turbine upon the emergence of a defect is
depicted in [32]. To maintain power stability, authors in [33]
defined the use of a multi-agent based algorithm for wind
turbine control. To enhance system stability, a multi-agent

system approach is developed in [34] to devolve coordinated
control. Authors in [35] describes a method for dynamically
evaluating the critical clearance time in the event of a sudden
genset fluctuation and the integration of renewable power
sources with the genset using a multi-agent framework.
Its structure is composed of global agents (GA) and local
agents (LA), who employ an approach to correctly offer
cooperation with the defence systems and their associated
crucial clearing times (CCT). With the steady flow of CCT
information, the agents continuously update the system’s
data to improve transient response by promoting the online
capacity and flexibility of real-time agent-based protection
device cooperation. The LAs uses communication language
to communicate and negotiate with one another to link the
system’s safety framework by auto-reclosing and tripping
its circuit breakers (CBs) with their corresponding CCT
information to improve the system’s performance for power
flow control demand management. The GAs can monitor
and evaluate a system’s present condition using the physical
characteristics of its system and then rapidly investigate the
CCT as problems happen. The analogous agents cooperate
to select the appropriate real-time safe instrument network
to increase the power balancing of the structure when
interruptions such three-phase faults or sudden load changes
happen in an SGs [36], [37]. These advance smart grids
stability enhancement techniques will be easily transformed
for SSGs power infrastructure for optimal strategic demand
management control in SSGs environment.

B. INCORPORATION OF FACTS DEVICES
In a power grid, FACTS devices are used to increase
the transmission line’s ability to transport power and to
optimize voltage regulation, thermal restrictions, voltage
stability, and transient stability for optimal power flow control
management. These components serve as the system’s actual
median for system stability. The system can become unstable
due to the transients, and an unstable system can result in
disturbances in the electrical grids. Any state’s electrical
grids are of highest importance. The capability of the
FACTS devices tomaintain system stability is also researched
in [38], [39], [40], [41], [42], [43], [44], and [45]. Before the
invention of power electronics switches, these problems were
dealt with by connecting reactors, capacitors, or synchronous
generators using mechanical switches. However, employing
mechanical switches has a lot of drawbacks. Mechanical
switches are prone to wear and strain and react relatively
slowly. These techniques are unreliable for improving the
stability and controllability of the transmission line. After
the development of power electronics switches with high-
voltage application capabilities, such as the thyristor, power
electronics-based FACTS controllers were developed. The
types of the FACTS devices are as follows:

1. Static compensators (STATCOMs);
2. Unified power flow controllers (UPFCs);
3. Static synchronous series compensators (SSSCs);
4. Thyristor controlled shunt reactor (TCSR).
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FIGURE 1. Representation of principle function of UPFC [57].

FIGURE 2. Block diagram of control system of UPFC series converter.

Regarding their integration into the renewable integrated
power grids (RIPGs) to manage reliability problems in
power systems, these FACTS devices are reviewed and
investigated [46], [47], [48], [49], [50]. The universal type
of UPFC is One of these FACTS controllers which can
decrease the impact of voltage stability disturbances in
an SG [51], [52], [53], which is one of most important
power electronic device for transformation of smart grids
infrastructure into futuristic SSGs.

C. INSERTION OF UPFC
UPFC incorporated 30-bus system was simulated and it is
described in [54] for smart grid power infrastructure. The
incorporation of UPFC in transmission line is also described
in [55] and [56].

This demonstrates the basic operation of a UPFC, which
consists of two inverters for shunt, two connected transform-
ers, parallel and series branches, and series compensation
managed by the references provided. According to [58],
UPFC function in a number of ways. The way the shunt
inverter functions especially makes it possible to inject
regulated current into the power line. There are two parts
to this current that relate to the voltage of the wire: the
direct or actual part, which might be in phase with the
voltage of the line or out of phase with it, and the reactive
or quadrature part, which is in quadrature [59]. The direct
component is dynamically controlled by the need to stable
the series inverter’s actual power. Instead, within an inverter’s

ability to either activate or generate reactive power via the
line as necessary, the quadrature part can be separately
tuned to any required amount of reference (inductive or
capacitive). The block diagram is depicted in Fig. 2 to analyze
the series inverter. How to operate the shunt inverter is
illustrated in [60], [61], and [62]. Based on achieving the
system reliability in a very little period of time, the UPFC is
considered to be one of the versatile power electronic devices
that can provide power flow control management between
different countries power infrastructure that are ultimately
interconnected in the form of SSGs power infrastructure to
support one another in case of instability demand conditions.

D. UTILIZATION OF THE STATCOMS
Due to the margin for stabilities in the power stations, series
compensation equipment like shunt compensation equipment
and thyristor controlled series compensators (TCSC) like the
static synchronous compensator (STATCOM) can enhance
the stability by operating close to their limits [63], [64].
On the other hand, SSGs which are based on an intercon-
nection between multiple countries could need even more
than one compensator to achieve the needed performance.
A thorough analysis of the system’s stability state is necessary
to comprehend the influence of FACTS devices. The transient
energy function (TEF) technique is the common method for
doing this [65]. By synchronizing generator and STATCOM
stimulation, voltage regulation and power stability are also
made possible [66]. The wide-area controlled static var
compensators (SVCs) enhancement of network stability is
demonstrated in [67] and was verified by hardware during
loop validation. When STATCOM is used in conjunction
with an power storage unit, the network reliability of
electrical networkwith synchronous and induction generators
are enhanced for power flow control management [68].
According to [69] and [70], UPFC significantly enhances
preliminary swing network stability when compared to
STATCOMS. By combining TCSC, SSSC and STATCOM,
a power system with wind farms and photovoltaic improves
its stability to the optimal range. Digital simulations, such
as dynamic performance, network stability are used to
comprehend the FACTS device’s specifications functioning,
which pertains to the formulation of product specifications.
A method for creating a transmission SVC design utilizing
common knowledge about thyristors is presented in [71], and
it may be partially used in STATCOM and other instruments
for an efficient integration for SSGs environment in order to
achieve maximum stability in such futuristic power grids in
terms of power flow control management.

IV. CHALLENGES AND CAPABILITIES OF POWER GRIDS
IN SOUTH ASIAN ASSOCIATION FOR REGIONAL
COOPERATION (SAARC) REGION
The limitations and potential of the current electricity systems
in the SAARC nations are discussed in this section. The map
of how SAARC countries futuristic SSGs will be developed
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FIGURE 3. Map of SAARC countries.

are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The integration of these nations’
power grids could have a number of advantages, including
the shared construction of transmission and power plants
infrastructure, poverty reduction by reducing and sharing of
electric bill, renewable energy-based generation of power,
and fewer conflicts as a result of the prosperity of the region.
However, serious issues can be created by many challenges.
For example, as compared to the other countries, the SAARC
countries have a small surface area (3.5%). The surface
area and population of India is largest as compared to its
population density. But Bangladesh and Maldives have large
population densities. These are the hindrance in the way of
constructing commercial scale solar, biomass, hydro, wind
power plants. The skylights solar photo voltaic can offer
the most advantages in this situation. The following section
identifies the capabilities and challenges faced by SAARC
power systems.

A. AFGHANISTAN
Due to numerous major issues, such as the dispersed
infrastructure [72], the inconsistent power supply [73], and
the frequent power outages [74], In Afghanistan, barely
30% of the country has a connection to the national grid.

Only 10% to 15% of the population, however, has regular
access to electricity. In rural places, this number declines
even more [75]. The national grid also offers very poor
voltage stability with frequent voltage changes in addition
to load shedding. As a result, the oil/diesel generators
must be kept in Afghanistan’s industrial and commercial
sectors as a reserve resource [76]. The ongoing wars in
Afghanistan have seriously harmed the country’s current
power structure [77], [78]. Threats to the national grid
still remain a possibility [79]. A regular power system’s
creation in Afghanistan is also a difficult task because of a
number of obstacles, including political, geographic restric-
tions [80] and other economic, financial, and legal problems.
Afghanistan may thus have a higher chance of distruption in
the power-sharing function of the super grid’s. Afghanistan
either produces with diesel generators or buys electricity from
its neighbors. Pollution is being caused by the increased usage
of diesel generators [81]. The possibilities for renewable
energy in Afghanistan are very high. An excellent solution for
Afghanistan’s electrical crisis and environmental problems
is the use of RERs. However, its government is unable to
fund the larger investments in projects based on renewable
energy. As a result, one of the main issues preventing the
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FIGURE 4. Development of futuristic SAARC Super Smart Grids.

extension, advancement, and safety of Afghanistan’s national
grid is a lack of financial resources [82]. In the long run,
Afghanistan seeks international assistance to expand its
electrical infrastructure. Integrating the power network with
neighboring nations is one option. Afghanistan’s location
to other South Asian nations may make power sharing
easier. For the benefit of their shared economic development,
Afghanistan can trade electricity with South Asian nations.
Afghanistan and the other SAARC members have stopped
sharing authority in recent years. The SAARC body and
Afghanistan’s collaboration may make power sharing easier.
Afghanistan can create affordable electricity in this way to
support financial stability and economic growth, which may
lead to fewer conflicts [83].

B. BANGLADESH
Bangladesh is able to provide power to all of its citizens.
For example, the nation’s overall ability to generate power
in 2020 was 20383 MW, which was 7483 MW higher
than the necessary amount [84]. However, the distribution
and transmission of power in Bangladesh is plagued by
numerous problems with quality and dependability. Due to
the multiple distribution and transmission constraints, the
electrical supply to customers is inefficient. For example,
it was predicted that transmission and distribution losses
will be 10% by 2020 [85]. 92% of the electricity needed in
Bangladesh is produced from fossil fuels. Hydropower and
present RERs produce only 3% of theirs total energy [86].
Bangladesh’s capacity to create hydropower is relatively

low [87]. Additionally, the issue of land scarcity may restrict
the usage of solar for power generation. The severe climatic
circumstances could reduce its ability to produce wind power.
The potential for biomass is also pretty small [88]. As a result,
Bangladesh cannot meet its increasing need for electricity
without heavily relying on fossil fuels. To satisfy future
demand, Bangladesh has a goal to increase its capacity
for energy production to 60,000 MW by 2041 [89]. The
gradual consumption of fossil fuels could, however, lead to
significant issues such as the highly paid imported fuels,
system loses, less efficient plant, electricity theft, shortage
of funds for power generation and increase in emission of
CO2. Bangladesh should put more effort into researching
renewable resources to meet this challenge. For instance,
Bangladesh has more potential for the use of geothermal
energy, but no progress has been made in determining its
entire potential. Integrating Bangladesh’s power grid with
those of other countries with higher RER potential is the
best way for Bangladesh to deal with its current electricity
crisis. There is already indication of Bangladesh importing
electricity from India. It is indicated that according to their
power sector master plan, the renewable energy resources
can generate 3.6 MW of electricity. It is also described that
1.9 MW from wind power and 15 MW from solar energy is
generating from Feni and Kutubidia.

C. BHUTAN
In Bhutan, grid access is available to 99.5% of the population.
Some villages are not linked to the grid. PV systems and
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diesel generators are used to meet this demand [90]. In order
to connect these settlements to the national grid, the electric-
ity transmission system has to receive more funding. Bhutan
has a lot of hydroelectric potential. It almost completely
covers the energy demand during peak hydropower periods.
During the dry period, hydropower production declines to
20%. Therefore, there is a chance that the disruption risk
will be increased if hydropower production suddenly declines
as a result of water constraint. Bhutan exports 70% of
its hydropower to India and uses 30% of it locally when
hydropower production is at its highest. Bhutan, in contrast,
gets electricity from India when the hydropower is low.
The non-renewable resources used to generate this imported
electricity. Bhutan also buys fossil fuels to generate electricity
when the availability of hydropower is low [91].

D. INDIA
India currently supplied around 79% of the total electricity
required in South Asia. India has a huge electricity infras-
tructure that uses more fossil fuels than other countries.
In the mix for generating energy, coal accounts for more
than 50% [92]. The coal supplies could run short within the
next 50 years, according to expectations [93]. Therefore, the
shortage of fossil fuels may result in serious issues, such as
difficulties meeting demand. India is expanding its capacity
for the production of renewable energy in order to address
these issues [94]. With RERs, India has a great potential
for electricity production. There is indication, for example,
of solar power producing projects in India that will produce
2100 GW of electricity [95]. India has an unreliable power
system. For example, grid outages of four to eight hours
are typical throughout much of India [96]. As a result, the
Indian electricity system is constantly interrupted. However,
compared to other SAARC countries, it is more capable
of handling this problem. India should quickly switch to
RERs as its non-renewable energy resources are decreasing
faster than those of other nations. Additionally, RERs will
replace fossil fuels, reducing CO2 emissions more than
other SAARC countries. Regarding this, the super smart grid
presents a fantastic opportunity to exchange the power based
on renewable energy with other nations. As of 30 June 2022,
India’s national power grid had a capacity of 403.759 GW.
Considering, National Electricity Plan of 2022, until 31st,
March, 2027, the nation will not need more fossil fuel power
plants, with the beginning of 25,580 MW coal-based electric
plants that are currently being built after the superannuation
of nearly 4,629 MW old coal-fired plants and an inclusion
of 187,909 MW total renewable energy capacity. Non-fossil
fuels are expected to make up around 44.7% of the world’s
gross energy output by the year of 2029–2030.

E. MALDIVES
Given its isolated geographic location, the Maldives has
a restricted capacity for electricity sharing with SAARC
nations. Because of its far position, it might experience some

trouble with long distance connectivity. Additionally, the
country’s geography shows a little window for an effective
electricity distribution system. There are 1192 islands in
the Maldives, which makes it difficult to build a power
network with SAARC nations [97]. The internal electric grid
is dispersed, which raises the cost of fuel transportation.
Almost all of the Maldives’ electricity needs are covered
by the import of oil and diesel. In this aspect, the cost of
generating is impacted by changes in the price of fossil
fuels. Domestic fossil fuels are not owned by the Maldives.
Additionally, the potential for wind, solar, hydro, and biomass
electricity is minimal. TheMaldives’ small surface area limits
the potential of solar PV projects [98]. The SAARC body
should assist the Maldives in integrating its electricity grid
with that of other nations in the region in order to address
the aforementioned issues. As a consequence, the Maldives
may reduce their electricity generation costs and significantly
reduce emissions.

F. PAKISTAN
Over 25 million Pakistanis live without access to power [99].
Additionally, the majority of rural areas are suffering from
load shedding. The big reasons are insufficient attention
paid to RERs, the poor utilization of resources, delay in
construction of megaprojects, and outdated distribution of
power system for the energy crisis in Pakistan. Additionally,
Pakistan needs a digital technology based energy strategy and
enough funds from the government [100]. In Pakistan, fossil
fuels account for the majority of the electricity supply [101].
The capacity to generate renewable energy from solar,
biomass, hydropower and wind is larger in Pakistan. Pakistan
did not take benefits from RERs due to lack of funds, low
interest, corruption in country, lack of interest, lack ofmodern
technology, ineffective utilization of sources and higher costs.
Geothermal, wave energy and tidal resources are rich in
Pakistan and can help the country solve its energy crisis.
Still Pakistan have no master plan except China Pakistan
Economic corridor plant to utilize its RERs in order to
generate power. Insufficient power is generated in Pakistan
from hydropower but it is needed to enhance it. Presently,
the main sources in Pakistan are gas, oil and coal to generate
power. These sources are polluting the environment badly.
Recently in Pakistan had completed the following RERs
projects: 1000MW Quaid-e-Azam Solar Park (Bahawalpur),
50 MW Hydro China Dawood Wind Farm, Gharo, Thatta,
100MW UEP Wind Farm, Jhimpir, Thatta, 100MW Three
Gorges Second and Third Wind Power Project. The under
construction projects of Pakistan are 884MW SukiKinari
Hydropower Project, KP, 300MW Coal-Fired Power Project
at Gwadar and 330MWHUBCO Tha lNovaThar Coal Power
Project. Pakistan is considering the following projects:50MW
Cacho Wind Power Project, 50MW Western Energy (Pvt.)
Ltd, 1320 MW Thar Mine Mouth Oracle Power Plant &
surface mine, 1124MW Kohala Hydropower Project, AJK,
700.7MWAzad Pattan Hydropower Project, AJK/Punjab and
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Wind Power Project. Conventional source can’t support the
SAARCmega power system since there isn’t enough of them
to supply the rising demand for electricity.

G. NEPAL
Only approximately 280 MW of the nation’s hydroelectricity
potential—which is close to 83000 MW—has been achieved.
Approximately 40% of the society has electricity availability
in some form, although Only about 1.5% (613.5 MW) of the
potential hydropower (32000 MW) has been produced.

H. SRI LANKA
Highest energy consumption in Sri Lanka for 2011 was
2163.1 MW. In order to meet that demand and Sri Lanka’s
need for electricity, 139 Grid-joined power plants with a
combined generation capacity of 3140 MW were running in
2011. The Ceylon Electricity Board operated and owned 23 of
power facilities, containing 16 hydro plants, 6 thermal plants,
and 1 wind power plant.

I. FEASIBILITY OF SSGs BETWEEN SAARC REGIONS
Table 2 presents the feasibility of SAARC super smart
grid for the utilization of high voltage transmission lines
(HVAC). HVAC transmission lines can be utilized up to
approximately 800 km distance between two countries. The
direct HVAC connections of Pakistan are possible with
India and Afghanistan. In addition, Pakistan can connect
with other countries through India. For example, Pakistan
can be connected with Nepal through India. More HVAC
connections would be possible during the SAARC super grid
evolution, because the distance between several countries
is within the range of HVAC transmission. Some countries
have common borders but the straight line distance between
them is more than the HVAC range. In this case, HVAC
transmission can be performed near borders. Hence, the
utilization of HVAC transmission lines would be a major
source of power flow management in SAARC super smart
grid. Inmany cases, the utilization of HVAC seems infeasible.
In these cases, HVDC transmission lines would be used.

V. LIMITATIONS OF THE EXISTING GRIDS AND
NECESSITY OF A SSGs
The high-voltage grid in Europe is largely more than 50 years
old. It was constructed in the 1970s and 1980s to connect
lower voltage systems and act as a backup system to
handle probable power plant breakdowns. It is based on a
hierarchical, top-down flow and distribution of power flow.
The electricity grid is still operated in the same way. Even
if there are more clients and their demands have changed
significantly over time, it has mostly remained the same.
The transmission grid and connectivity to it have grown in
significance because of the deregulation and liberalization
of the electricity markets. Additionally, the grid’s capacity
limits are reached due to the quick increase of wind power in
many locationswith low load, which requires the construction
of new power lines to connect the production sites to the

load centers [102]. The demand for new connections will
rise as offshore wind development is anticipated. The grid
infrastructure is further strained by the changing trend of
renewable energies. The growing trend of new power plants
being constructed near pipelines or harbours rather than
close to need centers puts additional strain on the grid. The
existing transmission grid will not be adequate to meet future
electricity needs due to the growing supply of renewable
electricity, the spatial rearrangement of conventional power
generation, and the anticipated rise in power demand.

VI. THE FUTURE POWER GRIDS
Whatever the circumstance—solving the issue of environ-
mental change or preserving the availability of electricity—
the grid has emerged as one of the essential requirements to
meet both. There are two basic methods to renewable energy
that are in contention:

1.) The extensive distribution of electricity
2.) Decentralized generation.
The Super Grid is the name given to the idea of distributing

renewable electricity widely over very vast distances. The
capacity for renewable electricity in Europe is considerable,
perhaps even sufficient for an entirely renewable electrical
supply, but it is highly unevenly distributed [103].

A vast expansion of an effective, wide distance electricity
network in a broad supply system is a requirement for an
electrical system entirely reliant on these sources. When
viewed in a broader context, the wind and solar energy
potential of the North African deserts’ could easily supply
all of the world’s energy requirements. As a result, there
may be plenty of low-hanging fruit for providing the rest
of Europe with electricity as well. Power transmission
over large distances, if necessary, from locations with
favorable generation to those with high demand, is important
for the broad supply of electricity. High voltage direct
current (HVDC) lines are a form of transmission techniques
that has been around for a long times. The Club of
Rome’s idea, which integrates the resources of North Africa
(landscapes with enormous potential for renewable power),
with the advantages of Europe, is one such Super Grid
vision [104].

2.) A number of distributed generation (DG) facilities, such
as low level wind turbines (WTs), fuels, gas turbines, fuel
cells, micro turbines, photovoltaic (PV), methane digesters,
etc., are the core of the decentralized system. Such Virtual
Energy Plants or clusters are jointly managed by a central
control unit that regulates the various power plants to govern
the energy output from the cluster as a whole. The supply-
controlled feed-in of wind, stochastic, and PV is successfully
smoothed by the clustering of a variety of various renewable
technologies, some of which should be technologies capable
of producing electricity on-requirement like hydro or biomass
power plants. This enables the control and maintenance
of a steady level for the overall feed-in from the Virtual
Power Plant. This method makes the cluster of renewable
power plants as stable and controlled as a traditional thermal
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TABLE 2. Straight line distance and common borders for SAARC countries.

power station. In order to connect with supply side loads that
provide a range of options to improve the system load and the
output more reliable, and modify the output to the demand
correspondingly, the Smart Grid is provided with ICT-based
optimization technologies. Since smart technologies allow
for regulated flow management and switching, trigger able,
and planned feed-in, they would permit a vastly greater share
of renewable, fluctuating electricity in the system. A 100%
renewable power generation will not be attainable without a

significant upgrading to the current system and the adoption
of Smart technology.

VII. SUPER SMART GRIDS
Many people believe that the small-scale decentralized Smart
Grid and the large-scale centralized Super Grid are mutually
exclusive. To assure a shift to a decarbonized system,
we contend that the two ideas are compatible and may
and must coexist. A Super Smart Grid is consequently
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necessary. The capability to handle both irregular supply
and loads and the infrastructure to supply power generated
from renewable sources from a number of large and small
generation sites dispersed over broad areas. As the system’s
share of intermittent energy rises, the ideas of power storage
and power management will be given more and more weight.
The Super Smart Grid would make it possible to run Swiss
pump storage plants with North African solar power, but
it is challenging to store electricity directly. Pump storage
hydro power plants are a convenient way to store energy.
More crucially, the Smart Grid enhances another advantage
of the Super Grid concept: the stochastic smoothing of feed-
in of the supply-controlled wind and solar energy. It allows
for the rerouting and control of power flow, as well as
the focused grid management utilizing stochastic smoothing.
Since thewind usually blows somewhere in a very big system,
the feed-in peaks and valleys in the regional grid sections
would be filled and the system’s stability would be improved,
necessitating less backup power or energy storage.

VIII. ALGORITHMS FOR POWER FLOW CONTROL IN
FUTURISTIC SSGs
In the research, a number of strategies for improving power
flow control balance are described. To increase the stability
of the power system brought on by the presence of three-
phase line-to-ground faults, it uses a genetic algorithm
(GA), particle swarm optimization, current limiting methods,
and adaptive input-output feedback linearization control
(AIFLC). In [105] the stability is improved by employing
a UPFC and the PS methods for a single interval three-
phase problem. BY implementing different control schemes,
as stated in [106], and [107], Instability caused by power
system transients was examined in depth. A stability
evaluation for less sever faults in the transmission system
without FACTS controllers and with FACTS controllers is
presented to explain the impact of less sever faults on wind
turbine efficiency. The FACTS controller transient rating is
underlined in [106] for the purpose of alleviating power
balancing issues. Another viewpoint is to analyze several
kind of oscillations brought on by the presence of a three-
phase line-to-ground fault in a single cycle and to make a
UPFC compensation for them. Similar to this, [107] describe
utilizing a basic genetic algorithm (GA) to optimize a UPFC
controller’s to outputs in order to address transitory stability
issues in the context of less severe problems. Additionally,
a strategy called adaptive input-output feedback linearization
control (AIFLC) using a STPF was proposed in [108] to
suppress oscillations at earlier stage in multi-machine power
generating systems by utilizing UPFC. A particular swarm
optimization method based on the controller of the UPFC by
adjusting its output feedback of it was utilized to examine
the same problem of damping oscillations of lower frequency
using a six-cycle fault. For the purpose of using FACTS
devices to mitigate power quality issues, several tactics
were applied to SGs by introducing minute delays brought
on by faults. Probabilistic modeling can increase precision

and decrease future power system instability brought on by
various type of failure. The recommendedmethod also makes
it possible for the researcher to choose the optimal UPFC
configuration in a synchronized network and a better control
mode for various generating resources when a severe failure
occurs in power system networks.

IX. POSSIBILITIES AND SYNERGIES OF A NORTH SEA
OFFSHORE EUROPEAN SUPER SMART GRIDS
In the near future, there is a considerable potential for
the growth of wind power, according to several scenarios
produced in recent years. According to capacity projections
for 2030, which were originally derived from the Trading
Wind project [109], 94.6 GW of installed wind generating
capacity in the North Sea by that year may be feasible. The
entire capacity is split between Denmark (5.6 GW), Belgium
(3.0 GW), Germany (25.4 GW), the Netherlands (12.0 GW),
United Kingdom (43.3 MW), and Norway (5.4 MW). New
balance and transmission capacity are required to fully use the
North Sea’s enormous potential. It would be a significant and
costly undertaking to build the necessary long-term storage
space the northern European grid will require over time.
Researchers are investigating considering Norway’s hydro
power as a logical first step in balancing out fluctuating
renewable sources. According to the CEDREN Hydraulic
Balance initiative, southern Norway has at least 20GW of
potential balance capacity [110]. A significant percentage
of the renewable potential could be unlocked by using this
resource in cooperation with nearby nations. Such a system
may be the most affordable large-scale option currently
available and cost-effective [109].There are many estimates
of how much non - fossil capacity may be introduced, based
on how this huge dispatch able source is utilized in the
electricity grid. On days when there is no wind or sun, water
power generation can be used to fill the gap and balance in
the load and the production. According to an International
Energy Agency (IEA) analysis, Europe will require around
100 GW of additional dispatchable power between 2016 and
2035 in order to maintain grid stability and accommodate
the 250 GW growth in renewable capacity [111]. Therefore,
a fifth of this capacity demand or requirement might be
met by hydropower. However, only a small portion of the
year is when there is a minimum generation of renewable
energy. For the remaining period of time, hydropower might
use its high level of flexibility as a backup to balance out
anomalies in wind production brought on by inaccurate
forecasts. Numerous elements, which won’t be discussed
in this article, affect forecasting error. Considering on
forecasting inaccuracy and grid dependability level, studies
show that the 20GW hydro capacity might fulfil the reserve
needs for 60–250GW of new wind power [112], [113].The
report’s main scenario considers an expansion of 11.2 GW
overall, of which 5.2 GW is newly pumped hydro energy and
6.0 GW is updated hydro capacity, out of the 20 GW extra
capacity. Upgrading both current and new construction sites
could bring the overall energy to 20GW.
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The desire and interest in employing Norway as a
stabilizing energy in the Northern Sea area is demonstrated
by a study of various Norwegian stakeholders. However, the
absence of a government policy and necessary legislation
drew worry. The perceived risk is too great to begin planning
and developing export balance energy for potential offshore
grid situations in the absence of a national policy [109].
Wide grid developments are being proposed as a result of the
anticipated rise in renewable energy in the European region.
The Eurelectric, European Climate Foundation (ECF), and
European Network of Transmission System Operators for
Electricity (ENTSO-E) have all published reports on grid
expansion [109]. The within country connections are given
special consideration. An estimated 10,500 km of new
HVDC inland or underwater cables will be installed for the
pan-European region, according to the ENTSO-E 10-year
development plan. A 23 billion euro market is represented
by submarine cables. The North Sea offshore grid ’’is likely
to be beneficial in the long-term,’’ it is further claimed.
Still, funding for this kind of endeavor needs to be secured.
Infrastructure initiative of this size are often at least partially
co-financed by states.

X. ACCESS TO OFFSHORE NETWORK ELEMENTS IN
EUROPEAN SUPER SMART GRIDS
A. CONVERTERS AND TRANSMISSION
HVAC cables are subject to very strict distance restrictions
because of their ingrained features about reactive power
usage. HVAC is therefore inappropriate for widespread
application in offshore systems. The difficulties associated
with long-distance transmission can be overcome through
HVDC. HVDC is the most appealing choice in terms of
expenditure and maintenance costs for offshore uses where
distances are great. In actuality, the budget and conductivity
losses of the cable are the only factors limiting HVDC
transmission distance. Although energy losses in the DC
units are larger than for comparable AC systems, HVDC
provides reduced transmission losses. The fact that HVDC
offers complete power flow management is a significant
benefit [114]. The current source converter (CSC) and the
voltage source converter are two main converter concepts
for HVDC systems (VSC).A CSC technique ideal for
the transport of large electricity is the line commutated
converter (LCC). Its dependability and accessibility have
been proven over a long period of time on installations
on ground [115]. The LLC, however, has some limitations,
including significant filtering requirements, an expanded
footprint, and operating concerns [116]. Regarding these
difficulties, the VSC has an edge over the CSC. Because
of this, VSC technology is frequently chosen as the best
option for an offshore infrastructure [117]. It is still unclear
whether the offshore network of the future will use more
than one converter technique or if both will coexist. Two-
phase VSC, three-phase VSC, and modular multilevel VSC
(MMC) are the three primary designs of VSC that can

FIGURE 5. P-V characteristics of voltage and power control methods for
multi terminal DC grids. a) master/slave mode b) voltage margin control
c) DC droop control d) dead-band droop control (Figure original resource
R. E. Torres-Olguin.et al. [128]).

be categorized [118], [119].With regard to high-energy and
greater voltages applications, the MMC is the latest current
HVDC option and in some ways the most advanced design.
The MMC lowers harmonic content and energy losses in the
current and voltage waveforms [120]. Over years, extensive
research has been done on the control schemes for LLC and
VSC converters. A summary of LLC supervision may be
provided in [121], as well as further study can be obtained
in [122]. The most popular technique for VSC management
is vector control. VSC vector control and HVDC system-
related data can be discovered in [123] and [124]. A relatively
new field of research, the regulation of the MMC converter
is still being improved. However, it can be said that an
MMC’s high level control functions similarly to the VSC and
substantially in the same way. An ENTSO-E study created by
the NSCOGI (North Seas Countries’ Offshore Grid Initiative)
contains examples of completed HVDC installations, cost
assessment data, and more details about offshore distribution
technology [125].

B. CONTROL SYSTEM FOR MULTI TERMINAL HVDC
(MT-HVDC) SYSTEMS
The interaction between voltage regulation and power
balancing remains one of the most crucial concerns in the
functioning of the MT-HVDC system [126]. The power con-
verters completely regulate the power flows inDC grids. Each
line’s delivered power, however, cannot be directly managed;
instead, the voltage at the nodes controls it. As a result, a DC
grid may experience congestion. Opportunities for energy
balancing across various converters are made possible by the
accurate and systematic management of node voltages. The
literature has examined a number of power balancing and
voltage management techniques. The two basic approaches
to control are centralized and distributed. Primary-secondary
management and voltage-margin management, two examples
of centralized control (figures. 5a and 5b), are thought to be
simple to implement. The master node, sometimes referred to
as the slack bus, is in charge of preserving the DC voltage at
its own node in primary-secondary management. The other
nodes function as nodes with continuous power.

The master node should be enlarged to secure operation
inside the converter’s technical constraints. Additionally,
the master node or quick communication between nodes
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FIGURE 6. Schematic representation of proposed method.

has a significant impact on the system’s dependability.
A weak system is the end result. The majority of these
characteristics apply to voltage regulation as well. As a
result, dependability and oversizing suffer as a result of the
simple installation of centralized systems [124], [127]. Every
terminal is given a straight interaction between its DC power
and the energy flowing into its terminals for the distributed
voltage regulation theory in an MTDC system (figure 4c&d).
Droop control is the more common name for this. In this

approach, the terminals are responsible for both regulating the
system voltage and balancing the electrical grid’s immediate
load. Furthermore, by adjusting the corresponding droop
parameters offset of the translators, the power transmission
for each individual line may be managed [128]. Furthermore,
because the monitoring is dependent on local observations
in this architecture, there is no a need for quick node-to-
node communication. In conclusion, relative to a centralized
control system, distributed control offers improved system
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FIGURE 7. Fuzzy incorporation in the closed loop control system’s block diagram.

reliability while still being able to govern the flow of
electricity. Fig. 5 displays PV features for each of the
aforementioned voltage and power controls, as well as a
modified droop control.

C. PROTECTION SYSTEM
Protections for DC power systems are continuously being
developed. Furthermore, because VSCs are susceptible to
DC faults, using them in offshore grids provides a problem.
This is because they have built-in antiparallel diodes.
Undoubtedly, the main barriers to use of DC grids is the
protection system [129].Due to the greater difficult protection
system needs than AC, a separate protection scheme must
be established for DC grids. Since Transmission system
lines have very low series impedances and can’t properly
control the rise time of the fault conditions, the response
must be quicker. Since the DC voltage lowers on all of the
transmission lines, not just the one with the problem, in MT-
DC systems, the security requires a high selectivity. Low
series impedances in DC grids prevent them from controlling
the rise time of the DC current during voltage collapse.
There are over-currents of same values present inside the
MT-DC system, making it challenging to determine which
protection unit needs to be activated if the fault is near to
any of the converters. Methods for locating faults should
ideally be based on local observations [130].Therefore,
the safety system should be able to detect and separate
only the defective DC line. However, AC system-specific
detection techniques might not be appropriate for DC grids.
High-voltage DC breakers are the focus of the majority
of research in DC protection. Due to the strict criteria,
developing DC breakers has been quite difficult. The breaker
has to be capable of immediately interrupt the flow of
current, produce a zero-crossing, release a lot of power, and
survive the system’s voltage response after the breakdown.

Resonant-based, solid-state-based, and the newly released
hybrid DC breaker are the three different types of DC
breakers [131], [132], [133], [134], [135].The hybrid breaker
outperforms the other two in terms of performance.

D. CABLES
Currently, there are three primary kinds of DC cables
on the market: extruded insulation cables (XLPE), mass-
impregnated cables (MI), and self-contained fluid filled
cables (SCFF). The most appealing option is the extruded
wires that use cross-linked polyethylene as an insulator.
XPLE cables do not require an oily duct system, are
lightweight, and have a reduced banding radius. Up to
±320 kV and 900 MW, XPLE cables are offered [136].
XPLE cables are typically employed for HVDC powered by
VSC. It is suggested that XPLE cables up to ±400 kV and
1500 MW be used in the Cigre model. In the warmer months
of 2014, a newly developed HVDC transmission system
using XLPE cables that could operate at up to 525kV and
2600MW of power level was introduced [137].Meanwhile,
the North Sea Offshore System may include HVDC base
on LCC that cannot be connected with XPLE cables in the
future. Therefore, SCFF cables as well as MI cables need to
be taken into account. Commercial SCFF cables are offered
up to 600 kV [138]. There are MI cables that can handle
1000 MW and 500 kV.

E. DC TRANSFORMERS
The offshore DC system is anticipated to develop naturally
over time, much like the AC grid. DC converters must
be built in order to accommodate various DC voltages
operating on the offshore grid. The designs of DC-DC
converters can be functionally divided into two categories:
non-isolated and isolated, with the isolated design being
the most significant for an HVDC system [139], [140].
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DC-DC Control systems for high voltage applications are
not widely available as standard devices on the market.
Several models have been described in the literature with
power ratings ranging from tens of kW to a few MW and
an AC bandwidth in the kHz range utilizing a variety of
designs [139], [141], [142], [143], [144], [145].

F. OFFSHORE PLATFORMS
Offshore platforms are needed to accommodate offshore
HVDC adapters and related equipment. On to an offshore
platform, HVDC equipment is rarely used. For example,
Borwin Alpha, the world’s largest inaugural HVDC station
placed on an offshore platform, and Troll-A, a gas and drilling
platform. The offshore wind sector is setting the bar for
construction, set-up, and upkeep. The offshore wind sector
is predicted to create the required solutions for upcoming
offshore platforms for the North Sea offshore system.

G. OFFSHORE ENERGY STORAGE
Despite being a significant boost to the Northern European
grid, balance energy from central Norway cannot meet all
of the demand. The North Sea offshore system may benefit
greatly from options for offshore storage. Onshore energy
storage and air compressor projects have historically had
lengthy lead times because of slow public acceptance and/or
drawn-out regulatory procedures (e.g. environmental impact
studies). On these topics, offshore services are anticipated to
perform better than their onshore counterparts. The offshore
system in the North Sea will consist of a massive system
with linked devices wind farms linked to various zones.
Clearly large-scale storage must be the emphasis of such
a system. The value of the system will, however, set a
temporal limit on the amount of storage. While hydroelectric
projects typically offer storage for shorter time periods,
hydro power may give up to seasonal storage. Huge energy
storage requires technology that can deliver high power for an
extended period of time at a reasonable cost. Compressed air
energy storage (CAES) and hydroelectric storage are the two
technologies that are now available that are adequate [146].
The average system capabilities and storage capacities are
a magnitude of less than those of the above stated storage
systems with much higher capital costs [147], even if some
developing battery techniques may offer power balance
functions as well. The enormous amount of energy that
must be stored in order to convert inefficient discontinuous
wind resources into a continuously available power source
is the most significant necessity for offshore power storage.
CAES systems might be installed offshore and their storage
reservoirs could be subsurface formations, subaquatic tanks,
or even exhausted oil reservoirs. Similar to how the oil
sector does it now, the turbine house might be built over sea
level and connected to the subsea well by a riser system.
The position of the turbine housing at water level would
simplify repair. According to one source, CAES may already
be cost-competitive with hydro storage [147].Encouraging

CAES information is that a Canadian business is already
operating the first underwater CAES prototype south of
Toronto since the summer of 2014. Additionally, a contract
to deliver the marketed product to the Aruba grid operator
already exists. As a result, CAES is currently the most
developed offshore storage technique. There are several ideas
for locating offshore pumped hydro storage. The energy
island, an offshore pumped storage facility in shallow waters,
was a proposal that DNV GL published in 2007.SubHydro
as well as MIT has both created proposals for the placement
of sizable tanks with turbines for pumped storage on the
ocean floor [148], [149]. The turbines generate power by
allowing water into the reservoirs, and power storing by
pushing water out, whether or not the tanks are vented.
Current PHS typically outperforms CAES solutions with a
round-trip performance of above 80%. However, in order to
evaluate these principles, larger models are required. More
study on offshore storage is desperately needed, especially
at the system level. The best grid arrangement for the
North Sea grid has been the subject of recent studies.
These analyses, however, did not consider the appropriate
installation of offshore storage technologies. Because of this,
the location, size, control method, and capacity requirements
of storage are still unknown. The implementation of offshore
storage technologies can be seen as competing with onshore
storage options or adaptable production capacities in future
situations. Therefore, installation will only take place if
offshore storage offers a better return on investment than the
alternatives. Offshoring frequently entails higher costs, but
if the demand for storage increases in the future, incentives
or regulations can favor offshore storage alternatives. For
instance, a shortage of viable onshore locations may compel
ventures offshore.

XI. EUROPEAN MODELS AND SIMULATION SETUP
The complete structure of the pan-European power network
is the basis for the structure of the European electricity market
that is discussed in this article. The transmission model is
based on an earlier idea presented in [150] and [151], which
has since been verified, enlarged, and upgraded to incorporate
more accurate depictions of the Nordic nations, Ireland, and
the UK. The five subsections that represent this section are
(i) European transmission network model,
(ii) European market model,
(iii) market clearing assumption,
(iv) projection of the market dispatch on the transmission

model and
(v) The case studies.

A. EUROPEAN TRANSMISSION NETWORK MODEL
The network simulation from [151] provides a framework
for the transmission model provided in this study. Originally,
the model included more than 27000 transmission assets
(AC, DC wires and 2-3 winding transformers)and over
21000 buses (at three voltage phases: 132-150, 220, and 380-
400 kV).To correspond for the grid upgrades anticipated by
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2030, a selection of grid reinforcement initiatives and new
electrical transmission from the e-Highway2050 Initiative
[152],the Projects of Common Interest (PCI) and the 2020
Ten-Year Network Development Project (TYNDP) by [153]
were added. The result obtained was simplified to just include
the 220 and 380/400 kV levels in [150] to increase the
functionality of the database. In order to account for the
forecasts for 2030 stated by [154] in their 2022 TYNDP,
the actual generator and load data have been modified. The
appropriate transmission substation’s load and RES supply
at the distribution system have been combined and modified
according to forecasts for 2030. From [155], the grid system
of the Nordic nations was derived from Sweden, Denmark,
Finland and Norway. The grid now included the new
transmission system and grid reinforcements stated in [153].
As a result of data of coal based projects in Denmark [156]
and Finland [157] as well as the closure of nuclear power
reactors in Sweden [158], source data has also been adjusted
in accordance with [154]. Based on the 2022 TYNDP,
load demand and RES coverage have been modified [154].
Public access was accessible to the transmission system
data for the United Kingdom and Ireland [159], [160].
The Irish Distribution Statement gives specific information
on the distribution, production, and utilization changes
anticipated for 2027.Data on generators for the UK has been
adapted in accordance with the UK Energy Policy [162]
and obtained from [161]. Usage and RES penetration were
also modified for Ireland and the UK depending on the
TYNDP for 2022 [154]. We do feasibility analysis for
substantial wind energy facilities in the North Sea region
using this model, which incorporates power islands in the
North Sea.

B. EUROPEAN ELECTRICITY MARKET MODEL
A zoned cost system was used for energy in Europe;
regardless of their precise locations, customers and suppliers
inside the similar rate region, or bidding region, get the
similar cost of energy. A country’s location was typically
used to identify a bidding zone. To represent intro-network
restrictions, states can be subdivided into further bidding
zones, as in the cases of Denmark, Italy, Norway, Sweden,
and the United Kingdom. In order to achieve a suitable
model of the European power market, all the nodes relating
to one bidding zone have been combined into a single
node, which symbolizes the zone. Norway was already
separated into the Northern, Middle, and Southern (NO-N,
NOM, NO-S), where NO-S correlates to NO1, NO2, and
NO5, NO-M to NO3, and NO-N to NO4. This division
follows the methodology used by [154]. Instead, the Single
Energy Market is a combination of Northern Ireland and
Ireland [163]. North Sea Power Islands were taken into
account as a new offshore bidding region when they were
incorporated into the model. Additionally, similar inter con-
nectors within bidding zones incorporated the transmission
network into the market model. These lines’ capabilities

were determined using reliability and security standards, and
TSOs frequently cut back on existing transmission capacity
to maintain a specific Transmission Reliability Margin
(TRM).The anticipated capabilities for exchange markets in
2030 were extrapolated from [154], which bases predictions
for the year on new transmission projects. Currently, implicit
and explicit transmission capacity auctioning were the two
approaches used by European TSOs to couple various market
zones [164]. Transmission power and electricity were traded
independently in two distinct markets with explicit auctions.
Contrarily, with implicit auctions, various market regions
were implicitly coupled, and the energy exchanges were what
cause the flows on the inter-connectors. Although explicit
auctioning was the most straightforward way for managing
transmission capability on interconnections, it may lead to
wasteful use of transmission capacity, which was why TSOs
were gradually switching to implicit auctioning [165]. In this
model, they took into account that all states were connected
by a single market clear mechanism with implicit auctioning
in order to account for this development.

C. MARKET-CLEARING ASSUMPTIONS
For the day market clearance, the market approach that was
described in above section was adopted. The models did
not take into account ancillary services, intraday trading,
or electricity market regulation. Economic dispatch consid-
ering transmission grid restrictions was how the day-ahead
market clearing challenge was put forth. The goal was to
increase social welfare, which was defined as the total of
consumer and producer surplus. The transmission model’s
load was thought to be inelastic, and the big value of loss load
(VOLL)was set at 3000 EUR/MWh.With such a linear utility
function that varies with the overall inelastic demand, or the
gradient of the line joining 3000 EUR/MWh to 0 EUR/MWh
in a band equivalent to 10% of the quantity demanded,
an extra 20% of demand was deemed sensitive to the clearing
price. According to [166], linear coefficients were used to
represent generating cost functions. These coefficients were
scaled up to take into account the most recent estimates of
CO2related costs from the TYNDP for 2022 [154]. (The
Joint Research Centre (JRC)’s coefficients have put the price
of CO2 at 70 euros per ton [167]. They took into account
a market having perfectly competitive market, in which
every generator acts honestly and makes bids that accurately
represented their marginal production costs. They did not take
into account government subsidies, thus RES can compete
in market bidding at no marginal cost. Only the highest
production or demand capabilities of the industry participants
were incorporated as restrictions in the formulation. The
model did not take into account any technical restrictions
like ramping restrictions, minimal durations for being online
and offline, or starting and shut-down costs. PTDF uses a
linear load flow model to calculate exchanges within bidding
zones. The model does not take transmission losses into
account. Every moment in a window of time that corresponds
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to one year in each simulation results in the market being
cleared. Demand, wind, and solar profile data was found
in [168].When year-roundwater availability restrictionswere
taken into account for pumped storage hydropower plants in
Continental Europe, it was found that these plants operate
often during peak times.

D. PROJECTION OF THE MARKET DISPATCH ON THE GRID
MODEL
The dispatching of generators, RES, and loads was predicted
on the mode after the market has been cleared to ensure
its feasibility. It is possible to think of this forecast as
market-based re-dispatching, when plants were up- and
down-regulated to address internal congestion’s. However,
as no reserves were obtained prior to the scheduled market
clearance, this was more of a viability check than a
market survey. These units can be changed to handle with
congestion’s. Units were redistributed using the merit order
contour, and the cost of redistribution were assumed to be
equal to the absolute values of difference between the day-
ahead price and the marginal expenses of generators. When
necessary, wind restriction and load shedding were also taken
into account.

E. DEFINITION OF CASE-STUDIES
Four separate research findings have been produced with an
emphasis on various criteria, such as the length of the island,
the operational transmission capacity, and the linked states,
in order to evaluate the influence of North Sea Energy Islands
on the European power market. Five nations surrounding the
North Sea were included in these cases: Denmark, Germany,
the Netherlands, Belgium, and the United Kingdom. All of
the simulations were described and run for a year-long period
of time.

F. REFERENCE CASE: NO HUB
The model was then run without any of the NESH for
comparison’s sake. The instance in question was referred as
’’No Hub.’’ In the results and discussion, mostly results were
presented as the difference with this case.

G. 10 GW AND 20 GW ISLANDS
The hub’s dimensions were determined by the installed wind
generation. 10 GW and 20 GW were two different sizes
that were simulated. In the 10 GW scenario, one island
was constructed in the North Sea, and six HVDC cables
connect it to Belgium, Denmark, the Netherlands, Germany,
and Denmark (DK1).Each connection has a 1700 MW
conversion efficiency, with two links each in the Netherlands
and Germany. The second island in the 20 GW scenario is
identical to the first, with 10 GW of installed wind capacity,
and six HVDC links with 1700 MW of transfer capacity.
However, the connecting sites to the onshore systems have
been adjusted.

H. MORE TRANSMISSION CAPACITY FOR EXCHANGES
This research study (’’Exchanges’’) examined the effects
of increasing this transmission capacity for permitting
additional exchanges through the hub because the building
of the hub necessitates a specific amount of capacity. The
only difference between this instance and the ’’10 GW’’ case
was that themaximum transmission capacity was now 15GW
(instead of 10 GW). Denmark, Germany, and Belgium each
have a 2.5 GW transfer capacity from the hub, and the
Germany and Netherlands have a 5 GW transfer capacity (for
each country).

I. CONNECTION TO THE UK
This research study (’’UK’’) intends to examine how the
equilibrium of the NSEH-connected states might change
in the event of a new interconnection, in this example to
the UK. Similar to the prior instance, just one island is
powered by 10 GW of wind energy. Five countries now share
the 10 GW of transmission capacity. While Denmark, the UK
and Belgium each have 1.45 GW of transmission capacity,
Netherlands and Germany each have 2.9 GW.

XII. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
We have modeled an eighteen bus network comprising of
two clusters which represents two countries in the MATLAB
Simulink environment. Three different cases have been
developed to provide optimal control strategies for short term
load forecasting in super smart grids. The proposed model is
shown in Fig. 6.

XIII. MATHEMATICAL MODELING
In order to overcome the issues with power flow control
management reliability in SSGs, stochastic modeling incor-
porating the fuzzy controller is suggested, based on how often
a fault occurs. Figure 7. Shows a block diagram of a closed-
loop controller design model for SSG modelling. The block
diagram illustrates when problems occur, the generation and
load profiles are vulnerable to change. The problems happen
because the RERS are infrequent in nature. Utilizing the
fuzzy based control network, the backlogged demand is
managed.

In the event of multiple-interval failures, the desired
demand can be written as backlog demand, together incor-
porating fuzzy for protection of system against voltage
transients. The RER is at risk of overloading as a result of
the faults, and the fuzzy controller will act as an equipment
to control the movement of energy. It can be concluded that
generation, demand, and supply all affect the power system.

Through various interval symmetric or asymmetric faults
in RIPGs, the resilience of the power system is evaluated
in order to locate the important nodes at earliest. This
is accomplished by locating the Sm sensitivity matrix
represented by Eq. 1b. This technique allows for the stability
margins of a power system that departs from its typical
boundary conditions due to the occurrence of several interval
symmetrical or asymmetrical faults.
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A. CRITICAL NODE ASSESSMENT IN SSGs POWER
INFRASTRUCTURE
1) VULNERABILITY ASSESSMENT
Evaluation of the nodes that significantly affect the stability
of a particular generator is suggested using Eq. 1a.

IMPinj ≥
−IMPth sinϕinj

sinϕth
(1a)

When asymmetrical faults develop, the rotor angle will
vary if the condition in Eq. 1 is not satisfied.

Sminj =

∂ Zmth
sinϕth

∂Ym,m

∂Kthk
∂Ym,m

(1b)

K= Generator
m= load nodes

Generators are represented by index K, while load nodes
are represented by index m. It has been suggested to use such
vulnerability analysis to find important nodes that affect the
generator stability margins.

2) GRAPHICAL ANALYSIS USING PROPAGATION CONCEPT
The probabilistic model called closed loop control can be
put in after the important nodes have been identified using
a sensitivity matrix as described in Eq. 1b.

B. PROBABILISTIC MODELING TO ACHIEVE POWER FLOW
CONTROL STABILITY IN SSGs
Optimal demand and response balance is to be found using a
probabilistic model of spinning reserves.

Gm (t) = generation
Dm (t) = demand
rm (t) = reserve required
rmo = how much reserve to be supplied
Fm (t) = frustrated demand
Dma(t) = actual demand
Gmf (t) = Forecasted generation
λ m = delay caused due to system transients
In order to overcome failed outages in Cluster 1 by

providing an optimal load flow across the various RERs
of Two clusters, it is necessary to have a regulated load
distribution between the generator and the demand condition
indicated in eq. 1. Condition for system stability

Dma (t) = Dmf (t) (1)

To balance demand and supply we inject spinning reserves:

Gmf (t) = Dmf (t) + rmo(2) (2)

But system have randomness due to various issues

Dma (t) = Dmf (t) + RmD (t)

Dma (t) =


Dmf (t) ×

1
n1

n1∑
i1=1

(
λmi1

) + RmD (t)


(2.1)

In a similar manner, there must have been a shift in
Da (t) regarding the network’s sensitivity matrix SK, thevinin

impedance, and the generator’s injecting impedance as
formulated in above Eqs. 1 and 2.

Dma(t) =


Dmf (t) ×

1
n1

n1∑
i1=1

(
λmi1

)
×

[
IMPminj × Sminj

]
+ RmDi (t)

}
. (3)

average delay cause due to tripping

Amd = λm1 (4)

Amd =
1
n1

n1∑
i1=i2=1

(
λi1

)
(5)

Dma (t) = Dmf (t) + RmD (t) (6)

Dma (t) =


Dmf (t) ×

1
n1

n1∑
i1=1

(
λi1

) + RmD (t)

 (7)

Formulating eq. 1 & 2 within equation. 7, results are
represented as,

Dma(t) =

{[
Dmf (t) ×

1
n1

n1∑
i1=1

(
λmi1

)]
×

[
impinj×Sinj

]
+ RmDi (t)

}
.

(8)

RmD(t) = Indicates the variation at random between Dma(t)
and Dmf (t), and it may be determined using a probabilistic
auto-correlation model.

RmD(t) = E
[
Dma(t)Dmf (t)

]
(9)

When, Dma(t) → Dmf (t), the random divergence
RmD(t) → 0, that attain a simultaneous stability.

Gmf (t) = Gmf (t) = Dmf(t) (10)

The actual supply Gma (t)is regarded as being synchronized
with the prior supply Gm(t-1) and as well as the addition of
some randomness RmG (t) for describing generation output
graph in actual time, as shown in eq. 11.

Fma (t) = Gm (t − 1) + Gmf (t) + RmG (t) , (11)

While Gm( t-1) stands for the input parameters that, restore
the closed loop energy system network immediately to the
prior time slot in so that power flow balancing between
consumption and response patterns.

In order to offer an optimal Gma (t) , Gm (t-1) is adjusted
utilizing the fuzzy integrated smart transmission network,
as illustrated in Fig. 7.
By incorporating and describing in terms of risk score and

relay-based probability - based modelling, it could be re-
expressed in a more extended way, and it may be rephrased
as follows in a more generic way:

Gma(t)=
∑n

l=1

{[
G1(t − 1) ×

1
n1

∑n1

i1=1

(
λi1

)]
+

[
Gfl (t)

×
1
n1

∑n1

i1=1

(
λi1

)]
×

[
IMPinj × Sinj

]
+ RGi (t)

}
(12)
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FIGURE 8. Load power profile of cluster1 and cluster2.

where, the probabilistic model of an auto correlationmay also
be used to determine RmG (t) the arbitrary variation between
Gma(t) and Gmf (t) and a probabilistic model of a regression
analysis may be used to determine it as well.

RmG(t) = E
[
Ga(t)Gf (t)

]
(13)

When Gma(t) → Gmf (t), the random divergence
RmG(t) → 0, that attains a balanced power betweenGf (t) and
Df (t) gives stability in numerous linked RIPGs.

The control factor Gm (t-1) ought be calibrated in the
best possible manner to bring stability power between Gmf(t)
and Dmf(t) in order to totally minimize an RG(t), that is,
RmG(t) → 0.

The frustrated request F(t), that may be written as,
represents the active power shortfall resulting from a three
phase malfunction.

F(t) = Ea(t) − Ga(t) (14)

To establish the best distribution flow between response
and load, F (t) must consistently be satisfied at a certain time
period..

When the F(t) establishes then

Ea(t) > Ga(t) (15)

By adding Ad (average delay) to equation 14, the
expression may be rewritten as

F(t) =

[(
Ea1 (t) − Ga1(t)

)
×

1
n1

∑n1

i1=1

(
λi1

)]
(16)

Eq. 16 may be rewritten as by taking its explicit configuration
as well as representing it in form of Eqs. 1 and 2.

F(t) =

∑n

i=1


[(
Eal (t) − Gai (t)

)
×

1
n1

∑n1

l1=1

(
λi1

)]
×

[
IMPinji × Sinji ]


(17)

The network will get feedback from F(t) in terms of
backlogged or restoring request B(t). It will, however,
be accompanied by a little closed loop delay. As can be seen
from (17), the formula for the backlogged request B(t) shall
be expressed in form of F(t), together with the multiplication
of a corresponding closed loop delay 1.

B(t) =

∑n1

t1=1

(
1

λe1

)
×

(
Ea(t) − Ga(t)

)
(18)

Further formulating equation
Backlogged demand = B(t), where F(t) and some close

loop corresponding delay are multiplied.

B(t) =

∑n1

c1=1

(
1

λc1

)
×

∑n

i=1

{[(
Eal (t) − Ga1(t)

n

)
×

1
n1

∑n1

i1=1

(
λi1

)]
×

[
IMPinji × Sinji

]}
(19)

The reserve r (t) is expresses as

r(t) = Ga(t) − Ea(t) (20)
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FIGURE 9. Load profile of wind station.

When the conditions below are met, many linked RIPGs
should be in the reserve state.

Ga(t) > Ea(t) (21)

Further it can be formulated by incorporating system delay.

r(t) =

∑n

l=1


[(
Gal (t) − Eal (t)

)
×

1
nl

∑n1
i1=1

(
λl1

)]
×

[
IMPinji × Sinji

]

(22)

The rule for the conservation of r (t) requirement threshold
would be, if

r0 < r (t) (23)

The Ga(t) must then be increased via the fuzzy controller
combined smart transmission circuit. Consequently, the F(t)
will be decreased and ro and r(t) shall be as near as possible
to each other. This procedure may be carried out by bonding
to the ramp-up limiting route; alternatively, if

r0 > r(t) (24)

Then, to get ro and r(t) as near to one another as feasible,
we must reduce the Ga(t). This may be accomplished by
reducing limitations gradually. If ramping restrictions exist,

r0 ≤ G(t) − G(t − 1) ≤ r(t) (25)

From eq. 11 G(t) − G(t − 1) is expressed as:

r0 ≤ Gf (t) + RG(t) ≤ r(t) (26)

The major issue here is maintaining continuous balance of
B(t), in any circumstance. This may be achieved by reducing
RG(t) via an integrated smart transmission network powered

by fuzzy controller. To do this, synchronizing the r0 with
r(t) parameter is necessary, by ramping up and down the
restrictions from (23) and (24)

Thus, by reducing RG(t), (26) may be written as

r0 ≤ Gf (t) ≤ r(t) (27)

Hence it is concluded from equation (6), Gf(t) and Df(t)
may be brought into synchronization as:

r0 ≤ Df (t) ≤ r(t) (28)

It is clear that the power flow achieves balance between
request and response.

XIV. SIMULATION RESULTS
For simulation model, two clusters and wind power stations
are considered. The clusters are electric source of energy with
constant power of 27 MW; while clusters also generate extra
power to supply power to each other in case of some kind of
faults in anyone cluster. The power against time load profile
of two clusters is depicted in Fig. 8. The simulation model is
depicted in Fig. 6.
Case 1:
For the time 0 < t < 3s, cluster 1 is generating 27 MW

power, but after 3s, cluster1 faces a fault and its power drops
to become 25 MW. During this time interval, cluster1 needs
extra power from some external source to meet the demand
of consumers. During the time of fault, the cluster 2 takes
some time to start and begins to provide its some extra power
to cluster1for the time interval of 5 < t < 8 s. During this
time, the power of cluster2 drops but cluster1 enhances. This
phenomena is depicted in Fig. 8 above image.
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FIGURE 10. Load profile of clusters and renewable wind station.

Case 2:
During the time interval 8 < t < 10 s, fault of cluster 1 is

removed and it starts to operate at its maximum capacity. So,
for this time, there is no exchange of power between the two
clusters and they are operating at theirmaximum capacity. For
the time interval of 10 < t < 12 s, cluster 2 faces a fault and
its power drops to 23 MW. During this time interval, cluster
2 needs extra power from some external source to meet the
demand of consumers.. During the time of fault, the cluster1
takes some time to start and begins to provide its some extra
power to cluster 1 for the time interval of 12 < t < 15 s.
During this time interval, the power of cluster 1 drops but
cluster 2 gains. For time duration 15 < t <19 s, there is no
fault in both clusters and they are working at their maximum
capacity. This phenomena is depicted in Fig. 8 below image.

Case 3:
For the time interval of 19< t<20 s, both clusters face fault

and their load power drops to zero. So at this time there is a
need of some external source to supply power to fulfill the
needs of consumers. The power profile of renewable wind
power station is shown in figure 7. The wind power station
works as an external source of energy during the time of fault

in both clusters simultaneously. The figure shows clearly that
wind station is not operating up to 19 s as its load is zero. But
when the both clusters face a fault, then wind station starts to
operate and generates power. The generated power of wind
station starts to supply to clusters for 19 < t < 20 s. Then
both clusters gain power from wind and operate at their full
capacity. This phenomena is depicted in Figs. 9 and 10.

Through this SSGs generic model, the network operators
can easily provide load flow balancing between different
SAARC and European countries.

The simultaneously simulation results of clusters and
renewable wind station are shown in Fig. 10. The load profile
clearly depicts that the recommended system is capable
to remove the irregularities, fluctuations in flow of power
and can make the flow smooth, linear and regular between
multiple countries of SAARC and European continents.

XV. CONCLUSION
The present research work discourse the problem of irregular
flow of supply in a problematic network consisting of two
countries. The proposed model is also developed to increase
the balance of the network. The proposed model significantly
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improved the regular flow of supply in super smart grid. The
overview of the results of simulations is that when a fault
occurs in cluster1, the dropout of its power is compensated
by the cluster2. Similarly, the dropout in power of cluster2
during a fault in its operation is compensated by the cluster1.
However, whenever both clusters suffer a fault in their
operation, then renewable wind system provides energy to
the clusters in order to sure the regular flow of supply.
The simulation outputs clearly depicts that the recommended
model works significantly.

In the next section, we will discuss about the countries
moving towards 100% renewable energy resources and
shifting their smart grids power infrastructure into futuristic
SSGs.

XVI. 100% RENEWABLE ENERGY SYSTEMS’S ANALYSES
FOR DIFFERENT COUNTRIES
Srensen [169], citing Denmark as a report, published the
first analysis of a 100% sustainable energy system in the
prominent journal Science in 1975. Surprisingly, Science
has since only published single article examining 100% RE
scenarios. The second article on 100% renewable energy
was written by [170] in 1976. It was focused on the United
States and was titled the soft energy path with the prophetic
subheading the road not taken [169], who was the first
researcher to cite it [171], may have served as an inspiration
for Lovins. Instead of conducting a quantitative analytic
research, like [169] did, [170] concentrated more on the
structure, relevance, and crucial elements. Both utilized the
current methodology of vision-driven energy system transi-
tion study [172]. Reference [173] made another significant
contribution to the research community in 1996 when he
published the first worldwide educational study of a 100%
RE process for the objective year 2050. A paper on 100%
RE for the goal year 2100 was released by the Greenpeace
International Stockholm Environment Institute in 1993 [174].
Despite the fact that this report was intended to guide the
IPCC toward 100% RE, it required another 25 years for it
to be recognized [174]. After another 13 years, the second
worldwide 100% RE system investigation was reported
by [175] in 2009 and was developed with 2030 as the target
year. In 2011, more specifics of that investigation were
released [176], [177].

The cost of RE has dramatically decreased [178], espe-
cially for wind and solar PV, making 100% RE economically
viable and an intriguing path to further study. Biomass,
biofuels, and biogas were all included in the [169] and [170]
publications; although [179] specifically stated that they were
’’considering only air pollutants free technologies greenhouse
gases during their entire lifecycle.’’ [175]. The most widely
recognized paper in the subject, [176], has aided in breaking
down boundaries and belief systems in a variety of areas
on large scale and has sparked a movement toward 100%
RE. The previously noted limitations have been overcome
by more recent research by [179], [180], [181], [182], [183],

and [184], which has also produced grid assessments of
20 or 24 illustrative areas comprising the countries as well
as more detailed power system data for nearly all of the
world’s countries. The first investigation into transportation
that is entirely made of renewable resources was released in
2005 [185]. It looked explored the effects of switching all
American on-road automobiles to hydrogen fuel cells driven
by wind electrolysis on air pollution and the environment.

Unfortunately, [169] never got appreciation from the
scientific community at that time despite being one of the
earliest pioneers in the subject and developing the first
worldwide 100% RE system analysis for the middle of the
20th century as well as other methodological advancements.
His early contributions are acknowledged in a few reviews
and related works [186], [187], [188], [189]. With his dis-
sertation from 2005 [190] explaining the very first 100% RE
multi-node computation in hourly resolving using historical
seasonal facts for an examined super-grid containing billion
individuals across Europe, Asia, the Middle East, North
Africa, and Western Eurasia, while [190] made a significant
methodological advancement. A comparable study that took
a worldwide view was released in 2004 [191], but it seemed
to get less attention. The Desertec Plan of such years was
reinforced by the groundbreaking study of [190], which was
detailed in greater depth by [189], [192], and [193]. In this
regard, the German Aerospace Center (DLR) began initial
work in 2005 on the design of the REMix cost-optimizing
power structure, which can be geographically and temporally
solved. As opposed to the then-current models, REMix
deliberately concentrated on the development and application
of parametric RE (VRE) automation [194].

This approach produced fresh understandings of the
relationship between VRE and present plants, the associated
framework needs, and the scientific and financial viability
of the needed load regulating in the system [195]. [196]
calculated the very first prime combination of stellar PV and
wind energy for a 100%RE system for the instance of Europe
in 2010 and came to the conclusion that 45% stellar PV
and 55% air energy would be the best combination. Greiner
and colleagues examined the effects of considering various
wind and stellar pairings and inhomogeneity amongst some
of the European countries using a simplified methodology
called seasonal-driven framework [197], [198], and they
assessed the effects of increasing transmission links [199] and
storing [200], [201]. They began studying 100% RE systems
in 2004 [202] and helped to significantly expand the field
with the development of the freeware power system analysis
software Energy PLAN [203], [204], which has been tailored
for 100% RE structural simulations in timely resolution,
overnight analyses and sector coupling. This group is
responsible for some of the most widely read works in the
area, which helped spread the idea of 100% RE to several
scientific teams worldwide. They also assisted in expanding
the focus past the power industry by beginning to incorporate
heat and transportation into their model, which permitted
discoveries that led to the notion of the smart energy
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system [205], [206], [207], [208], [209]. This made it possible
to conduct in-depth research on the transition of separate
and coupled areas within the same company [210], as well
as teams for the heat sector [211], [212], [213], seawater
desalination, and the transport sector [214], [215], [216]. The
transfer of electric energy to chemical propellant, or power-
to-X, was another essential building element for the area
because earlier studies relied heavily on bioenergy (biomass,
biofuels, and biogas), frequently helped by unsustainable
energy sources, or oversimplified hydrogen economic consid-
erations. Reference [217] who detailed a coherent present day
sector pairing outlook and the connection between a 100%
renewable system based on electricity and renewable fuels,
specifically e-methane, in 2009, delivered this intellectual
breakthrough. This requires combining the well-known
hydrogen-based CO2 reduction processes [218], [219], [220],
a sustainable CO2 sourcing method [221] from biomass,
a point source, or the atmosphere, and renewable elec-
tricity. From 2010 power-to-X for transportation has been
included in the results in the analyses from the [222],
and [223], whereas previously the major possibilities were
biofuels [224]. This theoretical breakthrough, also known as
power-to-gas, opened the door for the more comprehensive
power-to X concept [225], seasonal storage past hydrogen,
ideas based on non-bioenergy for the chemical sector [226],
[227], and drop-in remedies for lengthy aviation with
e-kerosene jet fuel [228], as well as for marine trans-
portation [229], [230], such as e-ammonia [231], [232],
and e-methanol [233]. This framework made it possible to
investigate a cross-sectional complete electrification both
straight, or indirectly, depending on the circumstances.

The five essential components of a completely sustainable
and scalable power network for chemical mixture employing
hydrogen, Fischer-Tropsch based e-methanol, e-ammonia,
e-fuels, and e-methane were not integrated for another
12 years [234]. Sterner conceptualized the idea of exceeding
the constraints of hydrogen by using CO2-to-X formation
in power network analysis [235], [236]. Typically, CO2-to-
X is referred to as carbon capture and utilization (CCU)
[237], [238], [239], [240], with CO2 coming from biomass,
or fossil fuels or direct air capture [227] and utilized for
materials [241], hydrocarbons [242], and chemicals [227].
There have been over 100 scholarly assessments of 100%
RE systems that use CCUs powered by renewable electricity.
CCU is a key component of a 0%CO2 emission and 100%RE
system and is fundamentally distinct from CCS [242], [243].
However, by the end of 2021, it is unknown whether
any of the IPCC’s integrated assessment models (IAMs),
which comprise a worldwide depiction of economy, land,
energy, and climate, will be able to incorporate these
five essential components of a sustainable energy-industry
system. The inability of IAMs to build 100% RE routes
may be explained by the absence of these fundamental
components. Greenpeace and the DLR made a significant
contribution to widespread social awareness with a number
of reports and articles [244], [245] outlining the advantages

of a 100% RE system. The idea of 100% RE was given
access for the very first time to a large stakeholder base
outside of scientific community across professions, which
increased awareness amongst policymakers. Additionally,
these studies provided a comprehensive explanation of 100%
RE system alternatives as a whole transition pathway with
progressive time stages. Although Greenpeace has ceased
its operations, the modeling framework has been further
refined [246], [247], and the long-term primary author [247]
has maintained in an academic capacity. The DLR is also
comprehensively examining 100% RE system evaluations
with its optimization technique REMix [194], [195], [248] in
additional to these research endeavors. In order to encourage
openness and transparency in the modeling of the energy
system, theOpen EnergyModeling Initiative [249] was estab-
lished in 2014 [250]. Inside this network, many power system
models (ESM) [251] share information and best practices.
The simulation framework the instances for the European
power system (PyPSA-Eur) [241] and Python for Power
System Analysis (PyPSA) [252], [253], and sector-coupled
system (PyPSA-Eur-Sec) [212], [254], [255], [256] integrate
strong modeling tools with entirely open research in various.
Such as open license that expanded to the information, design
and analysis of results. [254] and colleagues continue to
add to the PyPSA framework, and an increasing number
of research teams are using PyPSA for their investigations.
According to [257], PyPSA is presently the most complex
models for short-term energy system assessments and has
since been expanded for long-term pathways. With the LUT
Power System Transition Model (LUT-PSTM), [258] set a
new benchmark for worldwide transition analyses toward
100% RE in research conducted between 2017 and 2021.
Modeling was done for a comprehensive energy-industry
system as well as the world’s 145 distinct locations at
completely hourly precision with multi-node optimization.
With a total of around 120 techniques spanning all sectors
and industries, this structure approach also provides thorough
power-to-X sector coupling [234], [235]. A coupled heat and
power sector transition [258], a power industry transition
[259], a power industry transition [260], and an energy
sector overnight scenario [261] were already included in
earlier versions. The LUT-PSTM ties to cost optimized
photovoltaic hybrid energy system’s initial hourly universal
0.45 0.45 mapping [262]. It also identified novel impacts that
had not previously been seen, such as a battery-PtX impact
and a new structure to lessen the effects of the monsoon in
India [263]. It also provided insights for hitherto ignored
places in the Global South. According to [257], the LUT-
PSTM is presently regarded as one of the most sophisticated
design for long-term power system transition assessments.
With the aid of the LUT-PSTM, the actual potential of solar
PV was made clear: it quickly became the dominant primary
electricity generation methods for the worldwide energy-
industry-CDR system [242], [264]. This kind of completes
the circle because [169] already demonstrated extremely high
PV percentage of approximately 70% in the overall power
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source in the middle of the 1990s [173], and subsequent
modeling teams have verified these results [265], [266].
Incorporatingmore technologies, connecting energy systems,
expanding research areas with better spatial and temporal
precision, and incorporating the transmission grid are all
made possible by the advancing models [267], [268]. It will
be important to link energy system simulations with more in-
depth power network calculations for every synchronously
run program in order to show the feasibility of operating
the power and energy networks with prospective solar
and wind driven supplies [269], [270]. However, there is
another viewpoint on the history of 100% RE scenarios. The
pioneer’s initial stage typically involved convincing national
stake holders that renewable energy sources will have the
capability to replace fossil fuels, especially nuclear power
and coal power plants with their larger utilization rates.
The case of Germany is briefly described here. In the first
publicly funded research from the 1980s, nuclear and fossil
fuel dominance was projected through the year 2030, with
renewable energy sources accounting for no more than 30%
of primary energy demand [271]. Progressive scenarios for
Germany up until roughly 2000 identified RE as a potential
primary power generating source through 2050. Even with
the decision to phase out nuclear energy in 2000, these shares
barely rose above 60–65% [272]. The German Ministry of
the Environment then funded a number of so-called ’’lead
studies’’ with up to 80% RE shares in the power sector,
which, among other things, paved the way for the German
government’s 2010 energy concept [273]. Although the
general aim of 80–95 percent reduction in GHG emissions by
2050 is indicated there, up until well after 2015, the specific
objectives and accompanying research have mostly focused
on a minimum 80% reduction in GHG emissions [274].

Despite the fact that a first national route with 100%
renewable energy by 2060 has been released in 2012 [275],
further scenarios with 100% RE or very close to 100% RE
[276] followed [275], these analyses have not yet had a
substantial impact on the political discussion. The price of
change and its economic consequences were topics of heated
dispute in the public discourse at the time. The consequences
of the signed Paris Agreement were not more openly
discussed in the community or elevated to the top of the
political agenda until increased political pressure, particularly
that from the Fridays for Future act and endorsed by Scientists
for Future [277], [278]. Since then, a number of fresh studies,
including [215], [279], [280], [281], [282], [283], [284],
have dealt specifically with the creation of 100 percent RE
scheme for Germany, building on prior studies that laid the
foundation [188], [276], [285], [286].

XVII. GLOBAL 100% ANALYSIS OF RENEWABLE ENERGY
SYSTEMS
The analysis of the worldwide 100% RE system is presented
in part A and B below is the main topic of this part. However,
just 8% of all research on 100% RE are worldwide, 18% are

FIGURE 11. 100% RE system analyses per country, (Figure original
resource from C. Breyer; [372]).

continental and regional evaluations, and 74% are analyses
of national or sub-national 100% RE systems. As of the
beginning of July 2021 [287], there are 550 recognized
items that make up Figure 11. United States (45 articles),
Australia (30 articles), Germany (35 articles), Denmark (39
articles), China (17 articles), Italy (10 articles), Sweden
(13 articles), Finland (13 articles), Japan (13 articles), Por-
tugal (13 articles), Croatia (11 articles), Spain (11 articles),
United Kingdom (14 articles), and Greece are the nations
that have been the subject of the most research (10 articles).
These 14 OECD members, plus China, account for 63% of
all national and sub-national trade with 100% RE system
analyses are common.

Approximately 5 billion people live in countries that are
not yet particularly for Africa, the Middle East, and Central
Southeast Asia, South Asia, and Asia. This will be the best
importance of achieving a climate and sustainability goals
development goals to fill this knowledge gap [186], such as
energy Transition plans and policies are often established on
a national level. Fortunately, 100% RE systems are likely
to be available soon given that these nations frequently
receive substantial amounts of exhibit less seasonal variations
and receive large amounts of solar energy. Insights into the
global 100% RE system are provided below presentation and
discussion of studies.

A. 100% RENEWABLE ENERGY SYSTEM STUDIES SO FAR
GLOBALLY
Various research groups have released global 100% RE
system analyses. We only take into account studies that
were published in peer-reviewed publications. The studies
cover 145 geographic entities in all, covering the entire
world. In order to highlight regional distinctions where
appropriate and develop findings that apply to the entire
world, global analysis sometimes uses various geographic
entities. Different research groups employ different models
and methodologies, however they all agreed that a global
100% RE system is feasible by the middle of the century.
According to modeling and optimization, model types are
fundamentally differentiated [288]. A computer simulation is
a depiction of a system that is used to visualize and simulate
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the system’s behavior under a certain set of circumstances.
In an optimization modeling technique, an objective function
is minimized or maximized while taking restrictions into
account. The whole power supply for the heat, power, and
transport sectors is often included in the research findings,
with commercial energy needs generally getting involved
as a part of other areas. Furthermore, there is a glaring
deficiency and research problem since practically nowhere
is a thorough explanation of the industry sector present, i.e.,
distinct key sectors like cement, steel, iron and steel, etc.
As a result, the global 100% RE research did not model a
complete defossilization of the industry sector’s demand for
non-energy feed stocks. The industry sector is discussed in
depth in [265], although the authors acknowledge that the
model utilized, TIMES, was unable to fully apply power-to-
X capability for the industries, necessitating the continued
usage of fossil hydrocarbon inputs. The chemical industrial
sector is still entirely dependent on fossil fuels, according
to [247] and [266].

However, research of a defossilized chemical sec-
tor, or one that gradually eliminates fossil feedstock,
suggests considerable proportions of CCU for synthetic
hydrocarbon fuel sources to industry, especially for
e-methanol [226], [227], [289]. The most recent version of
the LUT-ESTM includes all of the capabilities of a system
that uses only renewable energy sources [235], but it has yet to
be implemented globally. The most recent version of PyPSA-
Eur- Sec also provides a thoroughmodeling of the connection
between the energy and industrial sectors, which includes
industrial feedstock [256]. Given specific limitations, such
as climate targets, societal choices, the availability of energy
supplies, and the need for energy systems, a generation of
new of power system models has made it possible to analyses
energy system transformation possibilities in detail. Modern
energy system models exhibit exceptional performance in
terms of technological, geographic, and temporal resolution,
as well as sector coupling. To maintain the clarity of
techniques and data assumptions, minimum standards of
model documentation are crucial [257], [290].The top
models, according to [257], are capable ofmodeling complete
changes at hourly resolution, with sector linkage, connected
multi-regions, and an extensive range of technologically
advanced power parts of the system.

The most proven open source tool for power transition
assessments for Europe is PyPSA [255], however it is
not currently accessible globally [291]. PyPSA is among
the attractive open source tools. The LUT-ESTM model
is ’’global-local,’’ which means that it may be used to
analyses the transition of the energy system at many sizes,
including global, regional, and local [235], [260]. At the
moment, it can analyze a globe with 145 separately modeled
areas. 72 areas are added to the Mesap/PlaNet (DLR-EM)
modeling by [247] along with more in-depth nation versions
[292], [293], [294]. As the majority of global models divide
the world into 12–24 areas, this restricts their ability to
examine crucial features. References [179], [181], and [184]

carried out annual-average 100% RE assessments for 139,
143, or 145 nations and then divided those nations into 20 or
24 globe regions for grid analyses with a temporal resolution
of 30 seconds across a number of years. Since many countries
are now interconnected and integrating them saves money
compared to separating them, countries were aggregated for
grid analysis [183]. A average global contribution of VRE
of about 90% and 80% of power generation and primary
power supply, respectively, can be achieved by combining
least-cost solar PV electricity with low-cost batteries, reduced
electrolyzes, CO2 direct air capture (DAC) innovation, and
hydrogen-based synthesis routes, as demonstrated by [179],
and [235], though without H2-to-X options. In comparison
to [179], [235], [265], [266], and [295] achieve VRE shares
in 50–60% of the total primary energy demand (TPED).
This is primarily because the latter models have greater
supposed bioenergy accessibility and lower levels of energy
functionality.

B. 100% RENEWABLE ENERGY BASED GLOBAL
SCENARIOS CONSIDERING SOLAR PV AND WIND
INTEGRATIONS
One point to consider when examining conceptual variances
in such research is the importance of wind and solar power,
which may be the largest difference among worldwide
100% RE system evaluations. The discussion that follows
focuses on wind and solar power as the dominant sources of
power and energy overall in the research under consideration
(Figure 12), as more than 80% of all energy is found to
come from these two fundamental sources in 75% of all
research. The following discussion of bioenergy and highly
concentrated solar thermal energy (CSP) does not aim to
minimize the significant value of the various RE sources.

Depending upon local circumstances, each individual RE
source has the potential to be highly important regionally.
Based on the percentages of wind and solar PV power they
project as a part of the world’s total power generation,
all known worldwide 100% RE network models that were
described in peer-reviewed studies and included data on the
generation of electricity were evaluated. There were a total
of 17 studies found; only the first, by [173], dates back to the
1990s; all other studies were released after 2008. The global
survey by [176] is the most referenced study in the subject of
100% RE research. Figures 7 and 8 shows the findings for the
generation of energy from wind and solar power in absolute
terms as well as their relative contributions to the generation
of electricity and TPED. The majority of assessments outline
an energy transition for overall energy needs from the
present through 2050. All the other models’ analyses have
a lack of hourly resolution; hourly modeling has become
increasingly common among complex models and is a
component of the techniques employed by [179] and [235].
Only three researches predict more than 50,000 TWh/yr
of solar Photovoltaic electricity, and 25% of all studies
are showing less than 20,000 TWh/yr. Reference [265]
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FIGURE 12. Impact of wind and solar electricity in global energy market
(Figure original resource from C. Breyer; [372]).

reach at approximately 93,000 TWh/yr and [235] reach at
104,000 TWh/yr by 2050. These two studies have the greatest
proportions of PV. As described by [235], [265], and [296]
relevant capex for only one monitoring PV are also used. The
only research that take into account solar PV tracking—which
increases electricity yields and lowers power generation costs
and is a prominent trend in current utility-scale PV energy
plants are [179], [182], [183], [184], [235], [260], [297],
and [298]. Furthermore, even in [235], the used PV capex
value does not take into account the most recent cost trends,
which suggest that utility-scale PV will have roughly 30%
lower capex in 2050, or 164 e/kWp, according to projections
made by [299]. However, [266] and [299] have linked their
solar Photovoltaic capex prediction. In updated scenarios,
modeling using a techno-economic optimization technique
will also most likely result in larger PV production share,
higher PV power supply, as well as further decreases in
anticipated energy system costs. Three researches between
2011 and 2018 observed that the values of more than 40,000
TWh/yr [176], [181], [295], but after 2018, all research stayed
below 40,000 TWh/yr, reflecting the noted increase in solar
PV electricity contribution. Current solar PV costs enable
cost-optimized analyses to establish consensus estimates of
14–26% wind shares in the supply of power (Figure 7).
Interestingly, just three research obtained value higher than

40%: [266] in 2021 with 42%, [265] in 2019 with 44%,
and [235] in 2021 with 69%. [173] had predicted a TPED
share of 28% for photovoltaic Panels in 1996. The greater
sector connectivity in [258] and the fossil hydrocarbon
power generation for industrial needs in [265], and [266]
are the primary differences between the two earlier and

later studies. Furthermore, the power-to-X applications and
sector coupling may be impacted by the reduced temporal
resolution of TIMES employed by [265] and REMIND-
MAgPIE by [266]. There are a variety of reasons for the
low supply participation of PV and the often larger supply
participation of wind in other circumstances. Reasons for
larger or lower proportions of the primary RE technologies
are discussed in the section that follows.

First, excessively high solar Photovoltaic cost estimations
automatically prevent increased PV supply percentages from
being included in cost-optimizing modeling. The majority
of the scenarios generated during the early half of the
2010s, when solar PV capex projections were often still
very high, had this as a significant issue. With the exception
of [235], [265], and [266], there had been a failure to forecast
the sharp reduction in PV cost that occurred in the middle
to late 2010s. The relative percentages of wind and solar
power can also be affected by relative cost disparities, though
this seems to be a smaller problem with wind expenditure.
In contrast, as solar PV advantages more from cheap batteries
than wind power does, financial considerations for cells
have a significant influence. The findings with the greatest
solar PV share take into account the costs of corresponding
systems development or low-cost batteries. Secondly, cer-
tain scenarios—such as in [300]—assume reasonably high
bioenergy contributions. Given that the amount of available
arable land is decreasing [301], ecosystems are now under
tremendous stress [302], there is a need for more food
production [303], and continuing impacts of climate change
are threatening even present food supply [304], [305], [306],
high bioenergy use could be seriously at odds with sustain-
ability principles. Reference [307] come to the conclusion
that the supply of bioenergy cannot exceed 100 EJ/yr (about
27,800 TWh/yr). So, in certain models, unrealistically high
and potentially unsustainable bioenergy production estimates
prevent indirectly electrification chances that solar PV would
otherwise be able to fill in the absence of bioenergy.
While adhering to the 100 EJ/yr limit [245], [247], [266]
have a sizeable bioenergy share. Furthermore, contrary to
what we predicted in the [175], [176], [177], [179], [180],
[181], and [189] study, scenarios with no bioenergy source
do not led to the lowest private cost choices, as was
subsequently shown in a review of model situations having
and omitting bioenergy [308], [309]. Reference [179] do
social cost assessments and discover that yearly personal and
societal expenses are usually significantly lower than that
in normal commercial situations, despite the fact that they
do not uncover the least-cost alternatives. Limitations and
optimization for the utilization of materials like metals and
land-use are part of cost optimization techniques, in contrast
to the limited concentration on prices without account
for indirect costs. Usually, restrictions are applied to such
considerations. Particularly for energy supplies like fossil
fuels that are not utilized in 100% RE systems, a model
motivated by supplements that are approximated for the
determined scenario time frame and the advancement that
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take place inside this time frame, e.g. between 2020 and 2050,
relies on particular price predictions is subject to significant
limitations.Moreover, estimating technology costs over years
entails uncertainty. Thirdly, some situations, despite the
potential for greater prices, promote resource variation above
price optimization for concerns of societal and political
resilience as well as more general concerns about supply
security. This technique is more frequently used in simulation
studies [288], where it is possible to define particular
percentage for all of the techniques present in the system.
Results are evaluated for consistent power generation and
costs within imposed limitations after the model situation has
been performed. As substantial proportions of CSP plants
are assumed, resource diversification is highly highlighted in
the various [246] scenarios as well as the [179] scenarios.
Technically practical and enabling greater technological
diversity, CSP in linkage with thermal energy storage (TES)
has a higher system cost than solar photovoltaics. Future
studies may need to revise their results due to full-year
optimization of CSP-TES in comparison to PV-battery model
using the most recent price forecasts. However, advantages
include a large capacity ratio of above 90%, reduced
emissions, and supply process heat for water desalination
and industry, and also the option of hybridization for
supplemental usage of biofuels may be desirable in the case
of linked CSP-TES systems. Applying dated photovoltaic and
battery backup cost estimates as in [310], yields findings
about the TES-related value of CSP-TES that call for
additional research using the most recent cost assumptions.
Although they can have a significant impact locally on energy
systems, CSP-related issues are frequently ignored by cost-
optimizing models. Fourth, as shown in [311], erroneous
assumptions about renewable energy resources can also
result in reduced PV supply proportions. Given that their
PV capex is equal to [265] ’s and [235]’s, this instance
is highly intriguing, but the importance of PV appears to
have been grossly overestimated as a result of artificially
constrained solar PV potential. From 2035 onward, this
restriction severely restricts the growth of PV capacity
and consequently drives up the number of wind capacity
installations. In virtually every alternative system for the
years beyond 2035 the rate of solar PV cost digression
is higher, and solar PV electricity finally becomes more
affordable than wind electricity. As a result, wind power
is losing market value against photovoltaic. Fifth, many
scenarios have insufficient power-to-X pathways, inadequate
sector coupling, and overly high prices anticipated for the
two main techniques that provide flexibility: batteries and
electrolyzes. In order to satisfy the entire main energy
demand, low-cost batteries, electrolyzers, and proven power-
to-X channels significantly boost the VRE share. Solar
PV benefits more from low-cost electrolyzers than wind
generation because low-cost energy is best matched with
relatively inflexible energy consumption groups through the
intermediaries of fuel cells and electrolyzer-based power-to-
X routes. More study on globe 100% RE system scenarios is

required, including power system simulations with resource
sufficiency, to further evaluate a societally optimal balance
of techniques and resources. Sixth, as shown in Figure 13,
the absolute participation of the two most significant VRE
technologies varies and their aggregate significantly varies
between studies, excluding the percentages of solar PV
and wind power. Three key elements from the relevant
studies drive this. The overall demand for VRE generation is
significantly impacted by many assumptions about how the
demand for energy services will rise and, consequently, how
much energy will be needed. Assumptions about the growth
of energy efficiency, which vary among studies, highlight
this even more. The demand for VRE generation is directly
impacted by the expected bioenergy consumption because
the degree of power-to-X is correlated with the supply
portion of bioenergy. If strong sustainability restrictions
for bio energy are put in place or if the supply of bio
energy is even restricted, the need for VRE generation
increase dramatically. Energy need for the transportation
and heating sectors is examined by [213] and [216] who
draw attention to structural discrepancies between some of
the studies utilized for Figure 13 and studies striving for
lower RE shares. Higher renewable power stocks in the
northern latitudes, higher hydro power needs to share in areas
with outstanding hydroelectric power, similar for geothermal
power, and greater bio energy stocks in areas with outstanding
bio energy accessibility are documented as resource-driven
distinctions in technology shares [179], [180], [181], [235],
[246], [247], [260].

FIGURE 13. Wind and solar based electricity generation till 2050
(Figure original resource from C. Breyer; [372]).

These distinctions are typically related to poor population
densities. According to estimates, the overall environmen-
tal hydro power potential will be 3290 TWh at prices
of 100 USD/MWh or less [312], which would represent
a potential increase of about 75% in comparison to the
hydro power output of 4350 TWh in 2020 [313]. Since the
information, year of the environmental hydro power resource
assessment, more than 400 Twh of extra hydroelectric power
had been produced. The existing environmental hydropower
capacity can be viewed as relatively restricted and not
much scalable given the tremendous growth in demand for
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energy production. Additionally, based on wind energy and
particularly solar PV, the production of hydropower carries a
far larger risk of having a detrimental impact on the climate
[314]. Last but not least, there are two strong arguments
that are at odds with one another; full cost optimization,
which favor’s higher pv-battery shares, and more resource
variety, which favor’s firm increases of wind and CSP or
encourages higher shares of geothermal and ocean energy,
both of which increase system energy costs. Energy system
evaluations are finding more and more evidence of the
PV-battery-electrolyzer nexus’s significant system influence
globally [169], [235], and even more locally, such as in
China [315], [316], India [317], and Africa [318], [319].
Based on cost developments, material requirements, and
regional acceptability, battery storage and boosted hydro
energy saving may interact [320], [321], as the potential
for pumped hydro energy storage may be far more than
most studies have assumed so far [322]. Since the costs
and operational profiles of battery and pumped hydro energy
storage are fairly similar, no change in cost of the system or
designmay be anticipated. Higher proportions of pump hydro
energy storage and lesser amounts of battery storage may
both be feasible, though. Model inter comparisons, like those
done for Energy PLAN and the LUT-ESTM [320], may be
able to advance research on 100% RE systems significantly.
Model comparisons could identify hidden flaws and raise the
bar for standards while also examining the issues already
mentioned. Researchers will be able to better understand
the financial effects of specific scenario restrictions and
alternatives by comparing the costs of various transition
paths developed using various input assumptions, constraints,
or technology cost digression assumptions inside the similar
pattern. Any operational power network concerns, long-term
resource sufficiency issues, socio-technical, environment,
and general political and economic factors should all be
taken into account in a more thorough review of the local
outcomes produced by global models.. These evaluations
should compare the results of national research directly
with the shown paths’ viability. In recent years, a growing
number of spin-offs of 100% RE processes have come to
light, including lower levels of air pollution [169], [323],
a significant decrease in energy-induced water stress [324],
a significant rise in energy system employment [169], [325],
increase in energy protection [326], initial forecast ofmaterial
demands [327], and stabilization and advancement in net
power [295], [328]. These evaluations should compare the
results of national research directly with the shown paths’
viability. In recent years, a growing number of co-benefits
of 100% RE systems have come to light, including lower
levels of air pollution [169], [323], a significant decrease in
energy-induced water stress [324], a significant rise in energy
system employment [169], [325], higher levels of energy
security [326], material requirements estimation [327], and
net energy improvement [295], [328]. The stark imbalance
of 100% RE research for Europe, and Australia and a serious
lack of such research for the Global South, as earlier noted out

by Hansen et al., can also be addressed by high geologically
global 100% RE system analysis. [186]. Additionally,
more openness in scientific publications is required since
journals should priorities first-of-their-kind investigations
while frequently publishing the marginal advancements of
nations with extensive research. Such an inequality calls for
critical thought.

XVIII. STABILITY ANALYSIS STUDIES SO FAR
CONSIDERING RENWABLE ENERGY SYSTEMS
It appears that a large portion of the literature’s opposi-
tion to 100% RE systems originates from the underlying
presumption that a solar and wind-based energy system
is impractical due to the variability of these sources of
energy. Critics of 100% renewable energy systems frequently
compare solar and wind power to ’’firm’’ energy sources
such nuclear power and fossil fuels, which typically come
equipped with their own reserve (CCS). This has been
the main argument put forth in several of the com-
ments that have already been cited, including those by
[329], [330], [331], [332], [333], [334]. Although it is true
that maintaining the integrity of a system with changeable
inputs is more difficult, a variety of approaches can be
used that are frequently overlooked or underused in critical
research increasing the capacity of wind and solar power;
improving interlinkages [183], [199], [254], [263], [335],
[336]; addressing demand [337], [338], e.g., smart electric
cars charging using postponed charging or supplying extra
energy to the power grid via car, [339], [340], [341]; storage
[200], [262], [322], [342], [343], [344], [345], such as
static batteries; and sector. The majority of the cutting-
edge creation of 100% RE situations is done by properly
utilizing all three tactics to reduce unpredictability. 100%
RE systems becoming more and more feasible with each
iteration of the research and each technological advancement
in these fields. Even erstwhile detractors had to admit that
the addition of e-fuels via PtX enables 100% RE at prices
comparable to fossil fuels. These sceptics no longer assert
that 100%REwould be impractical or excessively expensive,
but they still question whether it is the most cost-effective
option. Numerous mitigating strategies exist for variability,
particularly in the near term, and power system analyses
are increasingly include these in their 100% RE predictions.
However, because the emphasis in energy-balancing research
is on usage balancing on an hourly time scale, stability of
power systems is frequently neglected. Inverters are used to
link solar and wind PV power stations to the grid, rendering
them distinct from traditional, simultaneously linked power
plants. Network operators have studied the difficulties in
holding the dependability and balance of energy networks
controlled by non-synchronous resources for production
in increasing depth [269], [346], [347], [348] due to the
expanding significance of energy systems. The management
of 100% transformer system operations is the subject of
ongoing study [349]. Up to now, few small islands or a
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portion of a wider synchronous system have operated entirely
on wind and solar power [350]. As these situations grow
more common, close to 100% VRE functioning should be
authorized since VRE will occasionally account for 100%
of consumption (despite though their part is still somewhat
lower on average). Today, excess wind energy and solar
PV that is not otherwise useful is restricted, preventing
non-synchronous sources from ever exceeding a specific
proportion. For instance, that this so non-synchronous system
adoption in the Ireland synchronous system was initially
set at 50%, then increased to 60%, and is presently at
75% [351]. This allows for a wind contribution of 40%
without significant curtailment; however, in order to meet
a greater renewable objective with a significant contribution
from wind, the penetration of non-synchronous systems will
need to be raised to 90%. 100% inverter-based resources
(IBRs) provide the flexibility and control to design how
the equipment reacts to changing grid conditions. They
can independently control actual and reactive power. Grid-
forming inverters, a new generation of inverters that have
shown the ability to support consistent network operation
when no generators are online [352], [353].

The potential for overcoming the impending issues is
demonstrated by this promising technological advancement
and evolving power systemmodeling tools [354], [355], [356].
In some ways, it might be possible to make IBRs act
even more supportively than synchronous machines. The
magnitude of the shifts, however, necessitates a basic
rethinking of energy systems, including the identification of
necessary system services. One issue is that different inverter
models and producers do not use heterogeneous control
systems, which affects how IBRs respond to grid situations.
Such algorithms can also connect locally and systemically
with other power system components, such as high-voltage
direct existing transmission connections, on both a local
and a system-wide level. This poses stability issues and
significantly exacerbates the examination of IBRs in the
energy system [347], [349]. Considering this scenario, more
research is required to determine the viability and determine
the financial impact of grid-supporting resources.

XIX. RESEARCH TOWARDS REDUCING CO2EMISSIONS
CONSIDERING 100% RENEWABLE ENERGY SYSTEMS
Study on 100%RE systems has not yet certainly taken carbon
dioxide removal alternatives into account. Natural climatic
solutions (NCS) were thoroughly included by [247], but other
CDR possibilities, such as bioenergy carbon capture and
storage (BECCS) and direct air collected carbon and storage
(DACCS) [357], were not included in their system [357].
Among some of the models employed for 100% RE systems
study up to this point, only the LUT-ESTM has offered
insights on DACCS [242], [358], while excluding the most
crucial NCS. Solar PV [242], CSP [359], and geothermal
power [360], among others, have all been studied in relation
to DACCS.

There is research that predicts CDR demand from DACCS
to be in the range of 20–30 GtCO2/yr for ambitious climate
targets in the second part of this century [264], [361].
In addition to more NCS, or natural- and land-based options,
such as soil carbon sequestration, ecosystem restoration,
afforestation and reforestation, blue carbon and sea grass, and
bio char, there are also other promising CDR technologies
available besides DACCS and BECCS [362]. However,
accurate models that link these CDR systems to 100% RE
models are exceedingly uncommon. As a result of 100%
RE system scenarios, all research groups on 100% RE
systems concentrate on true-zero CO2 emission power system
solutions, but they not yet include innovations and routes
that could permit net-negative CO2 emissions. In order to
advance towards to the energy transition, [363] showed that
it is presently more lucrative to concentrate on increasing the
supply of RE than on carbon capture, but that in the long run,
active regulation of the atmospheric CO2 levels may become
necessary. Surprisingly, [266] described the first scenario
developed using a IAMs system that satisfies the minimum
requirement of a 95% RE share by 2050 and encompasses
the complete energy system. This filled a study vacuum in
the power and at atmospheric study that [186] and [335]
had previously filled. Highly resolved power system models
that can incorporate a wider range of CDR alternatives
and provide transition situations that follow all fossil fuels-
based industry feedstock flows may be the next significant
technological step in 100% RE research. This should take
into account the complete spectrum of energy-industry-
CDR choices and take into account non-energy feedstock
use, such as the requirement for fossil hydrocarbons in
today’s chemical industry. The need to depict 1.5◦C climate
target scenarios that adhere to the most recent findings in
climate system science is growing. These findings suggest
that due to incorrectly taken into account adverse climate
feedback mechanisms [364], the previously anticipated
remaining carbon budgets [373] must be revised to lower
values.

Latest studies on science suggest that environmental
factors [366]may already be operational at the current level of
temperature. This includes dynamics in many Earth systems
which irreversible at temperatures of 1.0 to 1.5◦C above the
pre-industrial global mean surface air temperature. These are
the increasing thawing of permafrost [367], the melting of
the Greenland ice sheet [368], the instability of the Western
Antarctic Ice Shield [369], and the die-off of coral reefs [365].
This would imply that far more ambitious climate targets
must be the goal in order to achieve a higher level of climate
security. These temperature targets for climate security may
be as low as 1.0◦C [370], [371], [372] and between 280 and
350 ppm of atmospheric CO2, which is lower than the
420 ppm CO2 concentration attained in 2021. Therefore,
complex power system models should be updated in order
to expand the analysis’s scope beyond power systems with
zero emissions. It will be necessary to model industrial-
energy CDR net-negative emissions systems based on a 100%
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renewable energy supply to create schemes of a world with
lower atmospheric carbon dioxide levels than today.
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